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Abstract
The spectral radius of the adjacency matrix can impact both algorith-
mic efficiency as well as the stability of solutions to an underlying dy-
namical process. Although much research has considered the distribution
of the spectral radius for undirected random graph models, as symmetric
adjacency matrices are amenable to spectral analysis, very little work has
focused on directed graphs. Consequently, we provide novel concentration
results for the spectral radius of the directed Chung-Lu random graph
model. We emphasize that our concentration results are applicable both
asymptotically and to networks of finite size. Subsequently, we extend our
concentration results to a generalization of the directed Chung-Lu model
that allows for community structure.
Keywords: Chung-Lu random graphs, community structure, spectral graph
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1 Introduction
In an effort to understand how the architecture of real world networks impacts
the underlying dynamics, we want to prove results pertaining to a broader class
of plausible networks. Random graph models help us address this challenge.
Realizations from an appropriately chosen random graph model can emulate
many of the properties found in real world networks. Consequently, using these
random graph models, we would like to identify families of graphs that behave
similarly under a dynamical process. To this end, prior work has demonstrated
how the spectral radius of the adjacency matrix can promote various dynamical
behaviors on genetic, epidemiological and biological neural networks [16, 19, 34,
35, 38, 39, 44]. And eventhough the existing literature has primarily focused
on the distribution of the spectral radius for undirected random graph models
[5, 12, 13, 24, 27, 33, 41, 43, 45], many real world networks are indeed directed
graphs [28].
To address this gap, we provide concentration inequalities and asymptotics
for the distribution of the spectral radius for the directed Chung-Lu random
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graph model, where realizations possess degree heterogeneity much like real
world networks [6]. We then demonstrate how to extend our proof technique
to a more general graph model that enables community structure within the
graph. Subsequently, we conclude this work by providing simulations of an
epidemiolgical SIS process, where we illustrate how the spectral radius (and
community structure) can influence the stability of the healthy state.
Our interest in the spectral radius of random directed graphs extends beyond
modeling dynamical processes on networks. For example, we often measure the
performance of an algorithm, not based on the worst case performance, but
instead by evaluating the algorithm’s efficiency on realizations from random
graph models that emulate real world networks [1, 15, 42]. As such, the Chung-
Lu random graph model, among others, has been proposed as a benchmark
to test algorithmic efficiency [7, 25, 26, 37]. In a prior work [4], we exploited
the distribution of the spectral radius for undirected Chung-Lu random graphs
to justify the efficiency for an almost shortest path algorithm. Analogously,
knowledge about the distribution of the spectral radius for directed Chung-Lu
random graphs would allow us to evaluate the algorithmic efficiency for real
world directed networks as well.
In addition, spectral analysis for directed networks could also lead to new
techniques for community detection on directed graphs. Succinctly, many com-
munity detection algorithms classify nodes into hidden communities by extrap-
olating community membership using statistical anomalies from a null model,
such as the Chung-Lu random graph model. In context to our work, the tech-
niques employed could be helpful in analyzing the spectral radius for asymmetric
adjacency and laplacian matrices commonly encountered in the community de-
tection problem for directed graphs [18, 28]. Furthermore, our results illustrat-
ing how the spectral radius varies with community structure could be helpful for
identifying communities in the network. All of the aforementioned applications
underscore the importance of developing concentration bounds for the spectral
radius on directed graphs.
At this juncture, we provide an outline of our proof strategy to bound the
spectral radius for Chung-Lu random graphs, starting with a definition for the
directed Chung-Lu Model.
Definition 1 (Directed Chung-Lu Model [10]). Let N be the number of nodes
in a directed graph and let d = (a,b) ∈ ZN×2 be the expected degree sequence,
where ai (bi) corresponds to the expected in (out) degree of node i. Denote
S =
∑
ai∈a ai =
∑
bi∈b bi and suppose that maxi,j aibj ≤ S. We then model
edges in the graph as independent Bernoulli random variables, where we denote
the probability a directed edge from i to j exists as pij; in particular, pij =
biaj
S .
As mentioned earlier, we want to identify the distribution of the spectral
radius for these random Chung-Lu graphs. To this end, Restrepo, Ott and Hunt
[40] provide a novel technique for deriving asymptotics for the spectral radius,
but do not conclusively address the validity for using such an approximation.
Consequently, we seek rigorous results illustrating when the following conjecture
holds.
Conjecture 1. Consider a sequence of realizations from the Directed Chung-Lu
model, where the expected number of edges, S becomes arbitrarily large in the
limit. Denote the absolute value of the dominating eigenvalue of A by ρ(A).
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Then almost surely,
lim
N→∞
ρ(A)
a·b
S
= 1
Unfortunately when constructing bounds on the dominating maximum eigen-
value of an asymmetric (directed) matrix, we do not have quite as many tools to
construct concentration results compared to the symmetric (undirected) case.
Our main theoretical tool will be the following lemma, but first we introduce
the following definition for clarity.
Definition 2. We define the spectral radius of a matrix A ∈ RN×N to be the
absolute value of the maximal magnitude eigenvalue. More precisely,
ρ(A) = max{|λ| : Ax = λx and x 6= 0}
We now present our Lemma that will enable us to compute the spectral
radius corresponding to a directed graph.
Lemma 1. Let A ∈ RN×N be an entrywise non-negative matrix. For simplic-
ity, assume that the maximal magnitude eigenvalue of A is real.
Define λmax as the maximum of the eigenvalues of A. It then follows that
ρ(A) = λmax.
Furthermore, we have for every positive integer r,
trace(Ar)
N
≤ ρ(Ar) = ρ(A)r ≤ 1TAr1 (1)
where 1 is the vector of one’s.
We are primarily interested in applications of Lemma 1 in studying the
spectral radius of an adjacency matrix for random graphs. In this case, if
A corresponds to a directed graph, the quantities that bound ρ(A), 1TAr1
and trace(Ar)/N both have combinatorial interpretations [2]. More specifically,
trace(Ar) =
∑N
j=1 e
T
j A
rej (where ej is the standard unit vector) is the number
of cycles of length r. Similarly,1TAr1 is the number of paths of length r.
To see this consider eTj A1. Now, e
T
j A is a vector whose kth entry is 1 if
there is an edge from node j to node k. Consequently, eTj A1 is the number of
paths starting at node j of length 1 (and analogously 1TA1 is the number of
paths of length 1). One can then proceed inductively, to show that eTj A
21 is
the number of paths starting at node j of length 2 and so on.
The basic idea behind our proofs is as follows. We compute bounds on the
expected value and variance for the number cycles/paths of length r. Then
we can use concentration inequalities, like Markov’s Inequality or Chebyshev’s
Inequality, to show that with high probability the number of cycles of length r
must be close to the quantity, C(a·bS )
r. Furthermore, C satisfies the constraint
that 1N3 ≤ C ≤ 1. By Lemma 1, it follows that C(a·bS )r ≤ ρ(A)r and hence
C
1
r (a·bS ) ≤ ρ(A). Consequently, if we choose r = O(log(N)1+δ), where δ > 0,
we are guaranteed that the
lim sup
N→∞
C
1
r (a·bS )
ρ(A)
= lim sup
N→∞
(a·bS )
ρ(A)
≤ 1.
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We then repeat an analogous argument for the number of paths of length r to
bound ρ(A) from above. The following list highlights the main contributions in
this work.
• In Section 2, we illustrate how path counting can yield concentration in-
equalities and asymptotics on the spectral radius for the Chung-Lu model
when a·bS → ∞. In particular, to compute bounds on the moments for
the number of paths and cycles, we prove Lemma 3, which enables us to
efficiently compute the probability a path exists even if we revisit edges
in the path multiple times.
• Subsequently in Section 3, we extend our results in the case where pmax =
maxi,j
aibj
S → 0. To derive the desired asymptotic result, we prove that
for such sparse graphs, there are restrictions on how we can revisit edges
in a given path; in particular, from Lemma 10 two cycles of modest length
cannot be close together in distance.
• In Section 4 we introduce the Partitioned Chung-Lu model, which allows
for community structure in the network. While introducing communities
results in a more flexible model, requiring that the probability that two
nodes share an edge depends on the community membership of the two
nodes also makes bookeeping (and in turn the analysis) more challenging.
To address this issue, we illustrate in Lemma 13 how to express the sum
of the number of paths as a norm of a matrix vector product and provide
extensions of our results in Sections 2 and 3.
• We then conclude this work with Section 5, where we consider an appli-
cation of our spectral radius results by simulating an susceptible-infected-
susceptible process, illustrating how community structure (and the spec-
tral radius) can influence the stability of the healthy state in our network.
2 Spectral Concentration Bounds, a·bS →∞
With Lemma 1 in mind, we initiate our discussion on bounding the spectral
radius for the Chung-Lu model by bounding the expected number of paths of
length r. We will consider two cases seperately, where either a·bS → ∞ (this
section) or pmax = maxi,j pij → 0 (next section). Though the results below
hold in considerable generality, many of the initially stated results will only be
asymptotically useful for the case where a·bS → ∞. We start by identifying
a lower bound on the expectation of eTj A
rei as our first step for constructing
spectral radius concentration results.
Lemma 2. Consider a realization of the Directed Chung-Lu random graph
model with expected degree sequence d = (a,b), where
∑
ai =
∑
bi = S. Then
the expected number of paths from node y of length r is bounded below by
by[
a · b
S
]r−1
Furthermore, the expected number of paths of length r is bounded below by
S[
a · b
S
]r−1
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Proof. First, we define the indicator random variable 1(y,i1,...,ir) to equal 1 if
the path (y, i1, ..., ir) exists and 0 otherwise. Then it follows that the expected
number of paths from node y of length r is
N∑
i1=1,...,ir=1
E(1(y,i1,...,ir)),
where we sum over all possible choices of nodes; for example, i1, the second
node in the path, can equal any of the N nodes in the graph, etc.
Since the probability that a collection of distinct edges exist are independent
events, if no edge repeats in the path (y, i1, ..., ir), then
E(1(y,i1,...,ir)) = pyi1Π
r−1
k=1pikik+1 .
If however an edge does repeat in the path, since each 0 ≤ pij ≤ 1 for all
i, j, it follows that for such a path
E(1(y,i1,...,ir)) ≥ pyi1Πr−1k=1pikik+1 .
Consequently, we conclude that the
N∑
i1=1,...,ir=1
E(1(y,i1,...,ir)) ≥
N∑
i1=1,...,ir=1
pyi1Π
r−1
k=1pikik+1 .
Let ax, bx denote the expected in-degree/out-degree of node x. Now applying
the definition for Chung-Lu random graphs, we simplify
N∑
i1=1,...,ir=1
pyi1Π
r−1
k=1pikik+1 =
N∑
i1=1,...,ir=1
byai1
S
Πr−1k=1
bikaik+1
S
=
N∑
i1=1,...,ir=1
byair
S
Πr−1k=1
bikaik
S
,
where the last equality follows from rearranging the terms. We then conclude
that
N∑
i1=1,...,ir=1
E(1(y,i1,...,ir)) ≥ by(
a · b
S
)r−1. (2)
It then follows that we can construct a lower bound for the expected total
number of paths of length r by using (2), where we invoke the lower bound for
the expected number of paths of length r starting from node y and sum over
all possible initial node choices. Consequently,
∑
i bi(
a·b
S )
r−1 = S(a·bS )
r−1, the
proof is complete.
Since computing the probability that a path exists is quite challenging when
a path revisits the same edge more than once, we introduce the following defi-
nitions to help us address this problem.
Definition 3. Consider an edge in a given path. If the edge has not appeared
before, that edge is a new edge. Alternatively, if the edge has appeared before,
that edge is a repeating edge. Furthermore, a list of consecutive repeating
edges of maximal size in a path is called a repeating edge block. In addition,
the length of a repeating edge block is the number of edges that appear in the
edge block. Define the new edge interior to be a list of nodes that includes
the mth node in the path if the incoming edge to the mth node and the outgoing
edge from the mth node are both new edges.
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Remark: The new edge interior can contain multiple copies of the same node.
Equivalently, in a path of length r, where 2 ≤ m ≤ r, we say that the mth node
in the path belongs to the new edge interior if the m − 1st and mth edges are
new edges.
Example 1: Consider the path (1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 7, 8), which consists of 8 edges.
The first four edges and the last two edges in the path are new edges. The
fifth and sixth edges in the path {(1, 2), (2, 3)} are repeating edges. Since the
repeating edges (1, 2) and (2, 3) appear consecutively in the path (and there
are no other repeating edges that appear next to these edges), they form a
repeating edge block. Additionally, {2, 3, 4} consists of the new edge interior,
as the second, third and fourth nodes in the path are part of new incoming and
new outgoing edges.
Before we can introduce the following lemma, we will need a bit of notation.
Consider a function f that maps elements in a list to the real numbers. As
a list N can contain multiple copies of the same node, we define Πi∈Nf(i) =
Π
|N|
i=1f(Xi), where |N| is the number of entries in the list and Xi is the ith entry
in the list. In particular if N = {1, 2, 1}, then Πi∈Nf(i) = f(1) · f(2) · f(1). We
now provide the desired result, which will help us compute the probability that
a path exists.
Lemma 3. Define 1(i,j) as an indicator random variable that equals 1 if the
edge (i, j) exists and 0 otherwise. Consequently, Πrk=11(ik,ik+1) = 1(i1,...,ir+1) is
an indicator random variable that equals 1 if there is a path (i1, ..., ir+1). Let N
be the new edge interior and let R be a list of pairs of the first and last nodes
for each repeating edge block. If the first and last edges are new edges, then
Pr(Πrk=11(ik,ik+1) = 1) =
bi1air+1
S
Πi∈N
aibi
S
Π(j,k)∈R
ajbk
S
. (3)
Furthermore, if ki is the number of repeating edge blocks of length i, then
the number of nodes in N,
|N| = r − 1−
r−2∑
i=1
(i+ 1)ki. (4)
Proof. To develop the intuition behind (3), we first consider some examples
listed in Figure 1. Consider the first path, where except for the first and last
nodes in the path, all of the nodes in the path are in the new edge interior
(highlighted in yellow). Note that the nodes in the new edge interior supply an
incoming edge and an outgoing edge. In particular N = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and the
probability that the first path exists is precisely,
b1a7
S
Π6i=2
aibi
S
=
b1a7
S
Πi∈N
aibi
S
.
Of course there may be repeating edges, as listed in Figure 1, which we
highlight in red. In particular if we consider the probability the second path
exists in the figure, we identify the nodes in the new edge interior N = {2, 3, 4}
and then express the pairs of the first and last node in each repeating edge block
R = {(2, 3)}. It then follows that the probability this path exists is,
b1a7
S
a2b3
S
Π4i=2
aibi
S
=
b1a7
S
Π(j,k)∈R
ajbk
S
Πi∈N
aibi
S
.
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Figure 1: Pictured are four paths. Yellow nodes are in the new edge interior,
while red edges indicate that the edge is a repeating edge. For each new edge
the corresponding nodes’ expected in-degree and out-degree are listed. The
product of all of those terms in a path is proportional to the probability that a
path exists.
As illustrated in the third and fourth paths, we can have many repeating
edge blocks of various lengths. Now to derive the general formula, the basic idea
is that if a node appears in the new edge interior, then that node corresponds
to both a new incoming edge and a new outgoing edge. If however a node is not
in the new edge interior, then it is either in a repeating edge block or is the first
or last node in the path. The first and last nodes in the path only correspond
to one new outcoming edge or one new incoming edge respectively, so we only
express their expected out-degree (in-degree) once in the product. Similarly,
nodes at the start or end of a repeating edge block only correspond to one new
incoming edge or one new outgoing edge. Hence we have that the probability
that the path exists is,
bi1air+1
S
Πi∈N
aibi
S
Π(j,k)∈R
ajbk
S
(5)
To verify
|N| = r − 1−
r−2∑
i=1
(i+ 1)ki,
we consider the list of the nodes that are not in the new edge interior, |Nc|.
Alternatively, |Nc| counts the number of times a node appears in a repeating
edge block in addition to the first and last nodes of the path. This quantity
is precisely 2 +
∑
i(i + 1)ki, where ki is the number of repeating edge blocks
of length i and i + 1 are the number of nodes in a repeating edge block of
length i. Consequently, since there are r + 1 nodes in a path of length r,
r + 1− 2−∑i≥1(i+ 1)ki is precisely the right hand side of equation (4). (We
derive the upperlimit in the summation from the assumption that the first and
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last edges are new edges and that the path has length r, which implies that a
maximal of length of a repeating edge block could be at most r − 2.)
To calculate the number of paths in the graph, we employ Hoare-Ramshaw
notation for a closed set of integers, namely
[a..b] = {x ∈ Z : a ≤ x ≤ b}.
We now provide an upper bound for the expected number of paths of length r
from a given node y.
Theorem 1. Denote pmax = maxi,j pij. Assume
S
a·b <
1
2 and that r <
a·b
S ,
then we have the following upperbound for the expected number of paths from
any node y of length r,
∑
i1,...,ir
Pr[1(y,i1,...,ir) = 1] ≤ 2by(
a · b
S
)r−1exp(pmax
r2( Sa·b )
2
1− r Sa·b
).
Proof. As demonstrated in Lemma 2 when evaluating the likelihood that a par-
ticular path exists, it is helpful to identify the edges that repeat multiple times
throughout the path. We want a method that identifies ’repeating’ edges that
will help simplify our calculations.
Informally, a repeating edge is an edge that has been observed before. So con-
sider the probability that the path (i0, i1, ..., ir) exists, that is,
Pr[1(i0,i1,...,ir) = 1] = Pr(1(i0,i1) = 1)Pr(1(ir−1,ir) = 1|1(y,i1) = 1)·
Πr−2j=1Pr(1(ij ,ij+1) = 1|Πj−1k=01(ik,ik+1)1(ir−1,ir) = 1), (6)
where we observe the first edge in the path first, then we observe the last
edge in the path. After that, we observe the second edge in the path, followed
by the third edge in the path, etc.
Now we condition on the possibility that the last edge could be a repeating
edge. If the last edge is indeed a repeating edge, then we also know that the last
edge has to equal the first edge. Furthermore, we know that the first edge starts
at node y, similarly the last edge must also start at node y. We can rewrite
this path of length r as a cycle starting and ending at node y (of length r − 1)
where we append this repeated last edge to the cycle. Since this last edge must
be identical to the first edge, we conclude that the expected number of paths of
length r starting at node y, where the last edge is determined by the first edge
in the cycle, equals the expected number of cycles of length r − 1 starting and
ending at node y.
Now define Pr(y) to be the number of paths of length r starting at node y
and Cr(y) to be the number of cycles of length r starting at node y. Further-
more, denote PLr (y) to be the number of paths of length r where the last edge
is a new edge. We have the following decomposition.
E(Pr(y)) = E(P
L
r (y)) + E(Cr−1(y)) ≤ E(PLr (y)) + E(Pr−1(y)). (7)
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Applying inequality (7) over again, we have that E(Pr(y)) ≤ E(PLr (y)) +
E(PLr−1(y)) + E(Pr−2(y)). Repeating this trick inductively will yield that
E(Pr(y)) ≤
r∑
m=2
E(PLm(y)) + E(P1(y)) =
r∑
m=1
E(PLm(y)), (8)
where the last equality follows from the fact that a path of length 1 can
never have a repeating edge.
By inequality (8), to construct a meaningful bound for E(Pr(y)), it will
suffice to consider a bound for E(PLr (y)), where we are only interested in
cases where the last edge (and the first edge) cannot be a repeating
edge.
Since the first and last edges cannot be repeating edges, we can now invoke
Lemma 3 to compute the probability that a given path exists.
Define k0 to be the number of new edges. For i ≥ 1, let ki be the number of
repeating edge blocks of length i. So to compute E[PLr (y)], we will fix (integer)
values for ki, consider all possible arrangements for each of the ki, repeating edge
blocks and then consider all possible choices of last node in the path z, choices
for the lists N, consisting of nodes in the new edge interior, and R∗, consisting
of nodes in the repeating edge blocks with their corresponding positions in each
repeating edge block. (Note that R∗ uniquely determines R, the list of pairs of
nodes at the beginning and end of a repeating edge block.) It then follows that
we have the following upperbound,
E[PLr (y)] ≤∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 i(ki)=r
∀i∈[0..r−2],ki∈[0..r]
( ∑r−2
i=0 ki
k0, k1, ..., kr−2
)
[
N∑
z=1
∑
N,R∗
byaz
S
Πl∈N
albl
S
Π(j,k)∈R
ajbk
S
]. (9)
We can then construct an upperbound to (9) by identifying the nodes in R
that must equal other nodes in the summation and bound the contrubition of
that node’s expected in (out) degree by amax (bmax). Recalling that we defined
pmax = amaxbmax/S yields the following,
E[PLr (y)] ≤
∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 i(ki)=r
∀i∈[0..r−2],ki∈[0..r]
( ∑r−2
i=0 ki
k0, k1, ..., kr−2
)
[
N∑
z=1
∑
N,R∗
byaz
S
p|R|maxΠl∈N
albl
S
].
(10)
Furthermore, since
∑N
z=1 az = S, (10) simplies further to,
E[PLr (y)] ≤
∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 i(ki)=r
∀i∈[0..r−2],ki∈[0..r]
( ∑r−2
i=0 ki
k0, k1, ..., kr−2
)
[
∑
N,R∗
byp
|R|
maxΠl∈N
albl
S
]. (11)
Now |R| is precisely the number of repeating edge blocks, ∑r−2i=1 ki and the
number of possible choices for nodes in a repeating edge block |R∗|, is at most
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k
∑r−2
i=1 iki
0 as any edge in a repeating edge block must equal one of the (k0) new
edges in the path. This results in the bound,
E[PLr (y)] ≤ by
∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 i(ki)=r
∀i∈[0..r−2],ki∈[0..r]
( ∑r−2
i=0 ki
k0, k1, ..., kr−2
)
p
∑r−2
i=1 ki
max k
∑r−2
i=1 iki
0 [
∑
N
Πl∈N
albl
S
].
(12)
For fixed k0, ..., kr−2, this uniquely determines the number of nodes that
appear in N by Lemma 3. That is, |N| = r − 1−∑r−2i=1 (i+ 1)ki. Furthermore,
since we are summing over all possible choices of nodes that could be in the new
edge interior, we get that
E[PLr (y)] ≤
by(
a · b
S
)r−1
∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 i(ki)=r
∀i∈[0..r−2],ki∈[0..r]
( ∑r−2
i=0 ki
k0, k1, ..., kr−2
)
p
∑r−2
i=1 ki
max r
∑r−2
i=1 iki [
a · b
S
]−
∑r−2
i=1 (i+1)ki ,
(13)
where we used the fact that k0 ≤ r. Lemma A.1, proved in the appendix,
asserts that in general for l,m, r ∈ N and α, β ∈ R, where β < 1, that
∑
k0+
∑m
i=1 iki=r
∀i∈[0..m],ki∈[0..r]
( ∑m
i=0 ki
k0, ..., km
)
Πli=1α
kiΠmi=l+1α
kiβ(i−l)ki ≤ exp( lrα
1− β ). (14)
From the above inequality and (13), choosing l = 1, m = r − 2, α =
pmaxr(
S
a·b )
2 and β = rSa·b gives us that,
E[PLr (y)] ≤ by(
a · b
S
)r−1exp(
pmax(
rS
a·b )
2
1− rSa·b
). (15)
Now from (15) and (8) we conclude that
E(Pr(y)) ≤
r∑
m=1
by(
a · b
S
)m−1exp(pmax
m2( Sa·b )
2
1−m Sa·b
) ≤
by(
a · b
S
)r−1exp(pmax
r2( Sa·b )
2
1− r Sa·b
)
r∑
m=1
(
S
a · b )
r−m, (16)
where we factored out an (a·bS )
r−1 and bounded the each of the exp(pmax
m2( Sa·b )
2
1−m Sa·b
)
by exp(pmax
r2( Sa·b )
2
1−r Sa·b
), as exp(pmax
m2( Sa·b )
2
1−m Sa·b
) is an increasing function in m.
We can then proceed bounding (16) by,
by(
a · b
S
)r−1exp(pmax
r2( Sa·b )
2
1− r Sa·b
)
1
1− Sa·b
≤
10
2by(
a · b
S
)r−1exp(pmax
r2( Sa·b )
2
1− r Sa·b
),
where the last inequality follows from the assumption that a·bS > 2.
Now that we have results regarding the expectation of the number of paths of
length r , we now seek concentration results regarding the dominating eigenvalue
of the adjacency matrix.
Theorem 2. Denote A as a realization of a random Chung-Lu graph with
expected degree sequence d = (a,b) ∈ ZN×2. Furthermore let pmax = amaxbmaxS
and S =
∑
i ai =
∑
i bi. Then for every  ∈ (0, 12 ) there exists N1, N2, N3 ∈ N
such that if there exists an r ∈ N such that r Sa·b < 12 , r( Sa·b )2 < 1N1 ,
logN
r <
1
N2
and N > N3, then
Pr(ρ(A) ≤ (1 + )a · b
S
) ≥ 1− 
Proof. First, suppose that
logN
r
<

20
,
1
N
<  and r(
S
a · b )
2 <

20
, (17)
where we assume without loss of generality that  < 12 . Consider the expected
number of paths of length r, E(Pr). By Theorem 1,
E(Pr) ≤ 2S(a · b
S
)r−1exp(pmax
r2( Sa·b )
2
1− r Sa·b
).
Then from Markov’s Inequality we have that,
Pr(Pr > Z) ≤ E(Pr)
Z
.
Now if Z = N · E(Pr), then,
Pr(Pr > Z) ≤ 1
N
.
Consequently, with probability at least 1− 1N from Lemma 1,
ρ(A)r = ρ(Ar) ≤ 2NS(a · b
S
)rexp(pmax
r2( Sa·b )
2
1− r Sa·b
). (18)
Taking the rth root on both sides yields that
ρ(A) ≤ (2NS) 1r a · b
S
exp(pmax
r( Sa·b )
2
1− r Sa·b
). (19)
We first consider the term from (19),
exp(pmax
r( Sa·b )
2
1− r Sa·b
) (20)
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By assumption (17) and the facts that pmax ≤ 1, r Sa·b < 12 , we have that
(20) is bounded above by
exp(
2
20
) ≤ (1 + 3
10
), (21)
where we also used the fact from (17) that exp(x) ≤ 1 + 3x for x < 1 (since
 < 12 ). Now we consider the other coefficient from (19),
(2NS)
1
r ≤ (2N3) 1r , (22)
where the right hand side comes from the fact that the total number of edges
must be bounded above by N2. We consider the log of the right hand side of
(22).
log(2N3)
1
r =
3log(N) + log(2)
r
≤ (23)
4log(N)
r
<
2
10
. (24)
So we conclude that (22) is bounded above by
exp(
2
10
) ≤ (1 + 6
10
). (25)
since for x < 1, exp(x) ≤ 1 + 3x.
Using (21) and (25) to bound (19), we get that,
ρ(A) ≤ a · b
S
(1 +
3
10
)(1 +
6
10
) ≤ a · b
S
(1 +
9
10
+
9
100
) ≤ a · b
S
(1 + ) (26)
, where in the second to last inequality we invoked the fact that  < 12 .
Note that this bound is valid for at least probability 1 − 1N and from (17),
1−  ≤ 1− 1N and the proof is complete.
Remark 1. Note that from Theorem 2, we have asymptotic convergence as
long as r  logN and r Sa·b < 12 . In particular from the last inequality if
logN
r ≤  =⇒ r( Sa·b )2 ≤ . So if r = O(a·bS ), this suggests that we can choose
r such that  = O((logN)/a·bS ).
To prove the lower bound, we want to evaluate trace(A
r)
N , the average of the
number of cycles of length r in the network.
Corollary 1. Given an expected bidegree sequence d, for a given realization A
it follows that
(
a · b
S
)r ≤ E(trace(Ar)). (27)
Proof. This Corollary is essentially an extension of Lemma 2, where Lemma 2
provides an lower bound for the expected number of paths of length r, Corollary
1 is a statement about the lower bound for the expected number of cycles of
length r. To (partially) explain the differences found between this Corollary 1
and Lemma 2, consider the expected number of cycles of length 1. This quantity
equals
∑N
i=1
aibi
S =
a·b
S .
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In order to bound trace(Ar) from below with high probability, we will com-
pute the variance for the number of paths of length r that start and end at the
same node. We can express trace(Ar), as a summation of indicator random
variables for each possible cycle that could be in a realization of a graph from
the Chung-Lu random graph model. Denote each of these indicator variables as
1z. It follows then that trace(A
r) =
∑
1z and that
V ar(trace(Ar)) = V ar(
∑
1z) = [
∑
V ar(1z) +
∑
y 6=z
Cov(1y,1z)].
We are primarily interested in pairs y, z such that Cov(1y,1z) 6= 0 (as we can
trivially bound V ar(1z) = E(1
2
z) − E(1z)2 = E(1z) − E(1z)2 where we used
the fact that E(12z) = E(1z) as 1z is a Bernoulli random variable and it follows
that V ar(1z) ≤ E(1z)).
But before we bound the variance on the number of cycles of prescribed
length, we consider a special case of Lemma 3 as it pertains to cycles to simplify
the analysis.
Lemma 4. Given a cycle of length r, (n1, ..., nr, n1), we amend the definition
of the new edge interior, N to include the first node in the cycle, if the first and
last edges in the cycle are new edges. If we use this definition for the new edge
interior, we can simplify the formula found in Lemma 3 that the cycle exists to
be that,
Pr(1(n1,...,nr,n1) = 1) = Πi∈N
aibi
S
Π(j,k)∈R
ajbk
S
. (28)
Furthermore assuming that there are no repeating edge blocks of length r,
|N| = r −
∑
i≥1
(i+ 1)ki,
where ki is the number of repeating edge blocks of length i.
Remark: Note that Lemma 4 does not require that the first and last edges in
the cycle are new edges. Additionally, since the first node in the cycle (which
also equals the last node in the cycle) can be part of the new edge interior, we
have a slightly different formula for |N| compared to Lemma 3.
Proof. We omit the proof as it is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.
With Lemma 4 at hand, we can now compute the bound for the variance for
the number of cycles of prescribed length with relative ease.
Theorem 3. As defined earlier, we denote trace(Ar) =
∑Z
z=1 1z where 1z is an
indicator random variable denoting the existence (or lack thereof) of a specific
cycle of length r. Suppose that 2r < a·bS , then
∑
y 6=z
Cov(1y,1z) ≤ E(trace(Ar))a · b
S
r
[exp(
( 2rSa·b )
2pmax
1− 2rSa·b
)− 1 + ( 2rS
a · b )
r]. (29)
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Furthermore it follows that
V ar(trace(Ar)) ≤ E(trace(Ar))+
E(trace(Ar)) · a · b
S
r
[exp(
( 2rSa·b )
2pmax
1− 2rSa·b
)− 1 + ( 2rS
a · b )
r]. (30)
Proof. For each indicator random variable 1z that corresponds to the existence
of a cycle, define a set D(z), which includes all of the indices of the indicator
random variables that are dependent with 1z except for z.
We then have that
∑
y 6=z
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
∑
y
z∈D(y)
E(1y1z) =
∑
y
z∈D(y)
Pr(1z = 1|1y = 1)Pr(1y = 1).
(31)
We slightly amend our definition of repeating edges to include any edge that
we have already observed; in particular if we are conditioning that the cycle y
exists, then we have in effect already observed those edges. We can invoke an
extension of Lemma 4 to compute the probability that the edges found in the
cycle z exist.
At this juncture, the proof strategy is analogous to Theorem 1. For i ≥ 1, let
ki be the number of repeating edge blocks of length i and let k0 be the number
of new edges. We define R∗ to be the list of all nodes in a repeating edge block.
To analyze (31), with the knowledge of the number of repeating edge blocks
of various lengths, we will sum over all possible choices for N and R∗ But to
simplify the analysis, we will consider two cases, where either kr = 0 or kr = 1.
Case 1: kr = 0.
We are only interested in paths that have a non-trivial covariance. It follows
analogous to equation (9) in Theorem 1, we have that∑
y
z∈D(y)
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
k0+
∑r−1
i=1 iki=r
k0∈[0...r−1]
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−1
) ∑
N,R∗
Πj∈N
bjaj
S
p|R|max, (32)
where k0 cannot equal r as we are summing over cycles with at least one
repeating edge, R∗ uniquely determines R, consisting of the first and last nodes
for each repeating edge block, where the first node appears in a new edge that
precedes the repeating edge block and the last node appears in the new edge that
succeeds the repeating edge block. Now with our revised definition of N, from
Lemma 4, we know that |N| = (r−1−∑ri=1(i+1)ki+1) = (r−∑ri=1(i+1)ki),
where we add 1 since we can now have the first node in the cycle be part of the
new edge interior. So by summing over all possible choices for nodes in N, we
get that
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∑
y
z∈D(y)
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
k0+
∑r−1
i=1 iki=r
k0∈[0...r−1]
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−1
)
(
a · b
S
)(r−
∑r
i=1(i+1)ki)
∑
R∗
p|R|max.
(33)
Noting that |R| = ∑r−1i=1 ki and summing over all possible choices for nodes
in R∗, we can simplify (33) further.
∑
y
z∈D(i)
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
k0+
∑r−1
i=1 iki=r
k0∈[0...r−1]
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−1
)
(
a · b
S
)(r−
∑r
i=1(i+1)ki)2r
∑r
i=1 ikip
∑r−1
i=1 ki
max ,
(34)
where there are at most (2r)
∑r
i=1 iki ways of choosing nodes to be in the list R∗.
By factoring out (a·bS )
r, we get that
∑
y
z∈D(y)
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)(
a · b
S
)r
∑
k0+
∑r−1
i=1 iki=r
k0∈[1...r−1]
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−1
)
(
a · b
S
)−
∑r
i=1(i+1)ki2r
∑r−1
i=1 ikip
∑r−1
i=1 ki
max =
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)(
a · b
S
)r[(
∑
k0+
∑r−1
i=1 iki=r
k0∈[0...r]
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−1
)
(
a · b
S
)−
∑r
i=1(i+1)ki2r
∑r−1
i=1 ikip
∑r−1
i=1 ki
max )−1].
(35)
Note that in the last line we let k0 = r and maintain the equality by subtracting
off 1. Now invoking Lemma A.1, where α = 2rpmax
S
a·b , l = 1, and β =
2rS
a·b , we
have the upperbound,
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
a · b
S
r
[exp(
( 2rSa·b )
2pmax
1− 2rSa·b
)− 1]. (36)
Case 2: kr = 1
If kr = 1, then the entire cycle z is considered a repeating edge block that
exists with probability 1 if we know the cycle y exists. Since there are at
most (r)r ways of choosing edges for the cycle z, the contribution is precisely∑
y Pr(1y = 1)(r)
r.
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Adding the two cases together, we have that,
∑
y
z∈D(y)
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
a · b
S
r
[exp(
( 2rSa·b )
2pmax
1− 2rSa·b
)− 1 + ( rS
a · b )
r],
(37)
which implies that
∑
y
z∈D(y)
Cov(1y,1z) ≤ E(trace(Ar))a · b
S
r
[exp(
( 2rSa·b )
2pmax
1− 2rSa·b
)−1+( rS
a · b )
r], (38)
as
∑
1y = trace(A
r).
And from the discussion preceding this theorem, it follows that
V ar(trace(Ar)) ≤ E(trace(Ar))+
E(trace(Ar)) · a · b
S
r
[exp(
( 2rSa·b )
2pmax
1− 2rSa·b
)− 1 + ( rS
a · b )
r]. (39)
To construct the desired lowerbound on ρ(A), we could appeal to Cheby-
shev’s Inequality. Instead we will use a more distribution specific approach.
We will state the result from Janson in full generality and then discuss the im-
plications of their work in context to counting paths and cycles of prescribed
length.
Theorem 4. [Janson 1990 [21]] Consider a set of independent random indicator
variables {1i}i∈Q and a family {Q(α)}α∈B of subsets of index set Q. Define
1α = Πi∈Q(α)1i and T =
∑
α∈B 1α. Define Cov =
∑
α1 6=α2 Cov(1α1 ,1α2) Then
for β ∈ [0, 1],
Pr((1− β)E[T ] ≤ T ) ≥ 1− exp(−1
2
(β ∗ E[T ])2
E[T ] + Cov
) (40)
Remark 2. In the language of Theorem 4 according to the Chung-Lu random
graph model, the existence of a particular edge (1i) is independent with respect
to the existence of another edge in the graph. As such we define Q to be a
set that contains all of the possible N2 edges that could exist in our graph of
N nodes. Consider a particular cycle, and denote it by α. We can express
the corresponding indicator random variable 1α as a product of independent
indicator variables Πi∈Q(α)1i, where the elements in the set Q(α) ⊂ Q identify
the edges (the independent indicator variables 1i) used to form the cycle α. Let
B correspond to all of the sets Q(α) formed by all of the possible cycles α of
length r that could appear in our graph. Hence Theorem 4 provides us with a
bound that can make it difficult for the sum of cycles (of prescribed length r) to
be too much smaller than the expected value. This leads us to the desired result.
Theorem 5. Denote A as a realization of a random Chung-Lu graph with
expected degree sequence d = (a,b) ∈ ZN×2. Furthermore let pmax = amaxbmaxS
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and S =
∑
i ai =
∑
i bi. Then for every  ∈ (0, 1) there exists a δ1, δ2 such that
if for some r ∈ N, r Sa·b < δ1 and logNr < δ2 then
Pr((1− )a · b
S
≤ ρ(A)) ≥ 1− .
Proof. First fix an arbitrary  ∈ (0, 1) and suppose that
r
S
a · b < min(
1
10
,
√
−96
log()
) and (41)
log(2N)
r
<

3
. (42)
Consider the number of cycles of length r, which we denote by Cr. Then we
have from Theorems 3, 4 and Lemma 5 that
Pr(
E[Cr]
2
≤ Cr) ≥ 1− exp(−1
8
E[Cr]
2
E[Cr](1 + rr + (
a·b
S )
r[exp(
pmax(
2rS
a·b )
2
1− 2rSa·b
)− 1])
).
(43)
Recall that by assumption (41), r Sa·b <
1
10 and get an upperbound that
Pr(
E[Cr]
2
≤ Cr) ≥ 1− exp(−1
8
E[Cr]
2
E[Cr](1 + rr + (
a·b
S )
r[exp(5[ rSa·b ]
2)− 1] ). (44)
We can simplify this further using the facts that exp(x) ≤ 1 + 2x for 0 ≤
x ≤ 12 and (a·bS )r ≤ E[Cr] to say that
Pr(
E[Cr]
2
≤ Cr) ≥ 1− exp(− 1
96
(a·bS )
r
r2(a·bS )
r−2 ). =⇒ (45)
Pr(
E[Cr]
2
≤ Cr) ≥ 1− exp(− 1
96
1
r2( Sa·b )
2
). (46)
Using assumption (41) yields,
Pr(
E[Cr]
2
≤ Cr) ≥ 1− . (47)
Finally, with probability 1−  we have that
(
1
2N
)
1
r
a · b
S
≤ (E(Cr)
2N
)
1
r ≤ (Cr
N
)r ≤ ρ(A), (48)
where the first inequality comes from Lemma 2 and the final inequality holds
from Lemma 1.
Since assumption (42) implies that
|log( 1
2N
1
r
)| = | log(2N)
r
| ≤ 
3
(49)
and 1− 3x ≤ exp(−x) =⇒ 1−  ≤ exp(log( 12N )
1
r ). Consequently from (48)
with probability at least 1− ,
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(1− )a · b
S
≤ ρ(A).
Remark 3. Note that Theorem 5 provides an asymptotic lowerbound for the
spectral radius if a·bS  logN . In particular, if we choose
r ≈ a · b
S
·
√
1
log(a·bS / logN)
,
it follows from Theorem 5 that  = O( logNr ) = O(
(logN)
√
log( a·bS / logN)
a·b
S
).
We conclude this section with a simulation (Figure 2) plotting the empirical
distribution of the spectral radius from 100 realizations of the Chung-Lu ran-
dom graph model from a fixed expected (bi)-degree sequence where there the
networks consist of 600 nodes and a·bS ≈ 161. More specifically, applying our
bounds for the expected value and variance for the number of paths and cycles
with length r demonstrate that there is at least 95% probability that the rela-
tive error between the empirically observed spectral radius and the asymptotic
predictor a·bS ≈ 161 is bounded by 4%. In spite of the fact that the numeric sim-
ulations suggest that we should be able to improve our concentration bounds,
as the empirical distribution of the spectral radius is tightly concentrated about
the mean, our concentration bounds provide a reasonable method for estimating
the spectral radius of a given realization without computing the spectral radius
of a realization from the Chung-Lu random graph model.
3 Concentration Bounds when pmax → 0
We now wish to extend our results to the case where a ·b/S is (asymptotically)
finite. In order to prove results of this nature, we will require that pmax → 0,
that is the likelihood any two fixed nodes share an edge should vanish asymp-
totically. We again stress, as suggested in Figure 2, that our results not only
provide asymptotic information regarding the concentration of the dominating
eigenvalue for a sequence of realizations of Chung-Lu random graphs, but also
computable bounds that the dominating eigenvalue deviates from a · b/S for
randomly generated Chung-Lu graphs with a fixed number of nodes as well. For
this purpose, we introduce the following notation.
Definition 4. A simple cycle is a path that begins and ends at the same node
where no other node is visited more than once. Denote the number of simple
cycles of length r by SCr.
Since the number of simple cycles of length r is a lower bound for the
trace(Ar), it suffices to show that with high probability that the number of
simple cycles of length r is roughly (a·bS )
r.
Lemma 5. Consider a realization of the Directed Chung-Lu random graph
model with expected degree sequence d = (a,b), where
∑
ai =
∑
bi = S. Then
(
a · b
S
)r −
(
r
2
)
pmax(
a · b
S
)r−1 ≤ E(SCr). (50)
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● The spectral radius of an adjacency matrix plays an important role in
the dynamics of many (genetic, neuronal, contact) networks. 
● We initially focus on Chung-Lu random graph model where the
probability two nodes share a directed edge is proportional to the
product of the in-degree and out-degree of the two nodes.
● Prior results regarding the asymptotics of the spectral radii of Chung-
Lu type random networks have primarily focused on undirected graphs
or do not provide details on the speed of convergence.
● We then consider a generalization of the Chung-Lu random graph model
that enables us to model networks with community structure and is
still amenable to analysis.
Motivation
Bounding the Dominating Eigenvalue:
First we need a theoretical result regarding the dominating eigenvalue
of an asymmetric adjacency (non-negative) matrix.
Definition (Chung-Lu Random Graph): Given an expected degree
sequence d=(a,b) in ZNx2, where S = Σ a
i
 = Σ b
i
 and max
i,j
 a
i
b
j 
≤ S,
 
 
we construct an edge from node i to node j (independently) with
probability p
ij
 = a
i
b
j
/S.
 
Consider the upper bound on the spectral radius in Lemma 1,1T Ar 1,
this corresponds to the number of paths of length r in the graph.  
Similarly, the lower bound N-1 Σ
j
 a
jj
(r) is the average number of cycles
of length r.  Hence, to prove the desired eigenvalue concentration
result (Theorem 2) we will show that with high probability for some
choice of r , the rth root of the average number of cycles of length r
and the number of paths of length r are approximately the same.  
Theorem 1: Denote Pr (Cr) as the number of paths (cycles) of
length r.  Then in the Chung-Lu model with expected degree
sequence d = (a,b), 
 
Conjecture: Consider a realization A under the Community
Structure Chung-Lu Model where there are m2 partitions (m
communities).  Then almost surely, the spectral radius of A will
asymptotically converge to the maximum of the spectral radii
of m mxm matrices. 
In the special case where m = 2, the spectral radius of A will
converge to the maximum of the spectral radii of the matrices 
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Combinatorial Interpretation
of Lemma 1
Counting Expected Number of Paths
and Cycles of Length r
 Some Counting Theorems
Figure 2:  Numerical evidence for the conjecture in the case
of m=2 communities where the expected sum of edges in
each partition is identical.   The pink box plots (100 trials
each) shows the empirical distribution of the difference of
the prediction from Conjecture 1 and the computed spectral
radius for different sized networks.
In contrast, the blue box plot shows the difference from the
prediction of Theorem 2 and the dominating eigenvalue of
each realization.
Convergence Theorem
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Generalization of the Chung-Lu Model for
Generating Community Structure
N-1 Σ
j
 a
jj
(r)≤ max
j 
a
jj
(r) ≤ [ρ(A)]r = ρ(Ar) ≤ 1T Ar 1 
Lemma 1: Consider an N x N entry-wise non-negative matrix A.
Denote the spectral radius of A as ρ(A). Then for any positive 
integer r,
where a
jj
(r) is the jth diagonal entry of Ar and 1 is the vector of 
one's.
a·b  r 
S
≤ E(C
r
) ≤ a·b  r 
S
exp(r2p
max
S2/(a·b)2)
    a·b  r-1 
S
≤ E(P
r
) ≤ a·b  r-1 
S
exp(r2p
max
S2/(a·b)2)S S
S r
2 p
max
 exp(4r2p
max
S2/(a·b)2)  Var(C
r
) ≤ 
a·b  2r-2 
+E(C
r
)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Theorem 2: Denote A as a realization of a random Chung-Lu graph
with expected degree sequence d=(a,b) in ZNx2. Define S = Σ a
i
 = 
Σ b
i
 and  p
max
 = max
i,j
 a
i
b
j
/S.  Then for every ε
1
,ε
2
 in (0,1) there 
exists δ
1
(ε
1
),δ
2
(ε
2
),δ
3
(ε
2
) such that if for some choice of r in Z+, 
log(N)/r < δ
1,  
  r2 p
max
< δ
2 
and N-1<δ
3
  then
Prob( (1-ε
1
)     < ρ(A) < (1+ε
1
)     ) > 1 – ε
2
.
        
 S    2  
a·b
a·b  
S
a·b  
S
Idea of Proof: In Theorem 1, by assumption (δ
2
) we can effectively ignore exp(r2p
max
S2/(a·b)2), 
as it is approaching 1.  We then bound P
r
 ,the number of paths of length r with Markov's 
Inequality, which by Lemma 1 is an upper bound for [ρ(A)] r.  After taking the rth root, we will 
get the desired upper bound on the spectral radius.  
Analogously for the lower bound we construct a lower bound for C
r
, the number of cycles of
length r and invoke Lemma 1 to achieve a lower bound on [ρ(A)] r.  To do this we could appeal 
to Chebyshev's Inequality, but instead use a more distribution specific result from [2].
   
Basic Idea: Choose a  partitioning for your matrix, define expected degree sequences 
for each of the partitioned submatrices and run Chung-Lu on each of these 
submatrices to form your graph.
On the Speed of Convergence:
It follows from the proof of Theorem 2 that it suffices to consider δ
1 
= O(ε
1
) and 
max(exp(-C/δ
2
),N-1)
 
= O(ε
2
) for some (well behaved) constant C.  One can show that for a
particular choice of r, the expected degree sequences corresponding to dense graphs yield ε
1
 
= O(log(N)1.25/N) and for many sparse graphs ε
1
 = O(log(N)1.25/N1/2).  See Figure 1 for a 
numeric example. 
[ ]a(11) ·b(11)/S11      a(21) ·b(12)/S21 a(11) ·b(21)/S11      a(21) ·b(22)/S21   [ ]a
(12) ·b(11)/S
12      
a(22) ·b(12)/S
22 
a(12) ·b(21)/S
12      
a(22) ·b(22)/S
22   
Where a(*) and b(*) are the expected (in/out) degree sequences of
the corresponding partitioned submatrix and S
* 
is the expected
number of edges in that submatrix.
A = [ ]A11     A12 A21      A22   
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Accuracy of Predictors for the Spectral Radius of
Chung-Lu Graphs with Community Structure
Figure 3: Distribution of stopping time for three networks
(blue, green, pink) ordered according to their spectral radius
in an SIS model with parameter β (rate at which infected
nodes infect their neighbors).  Two of the networks were
generated using the Chung-Lu community model and all three
networks have the same expected quantity for   
   
a·b/S
      .05        .06        .07
β
50
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250
Distribution of Stopping Times in an SIS Model Measure of Synchrony in the Kuramoto Model
.25
.15
.20
Figure 4: Distribution of measure of synchrony (on a scale
from 0 asynchronous to 1 fully synchronous) subject to noise
for three different networks sorted by their spectral radii.
Under certain conditions, the instability of the asynchronous
solution is determined by the dominating eigenvalue [3].
Dynamics are defined by 
         
dθ
i
/dt = ω
i
 + SΣ
j
 A
ij
sin(θ
i
-θ
j
) +σξ
i
(t)
where ξ
i
(t) is white noise. 
Convergence of Predictor in Theorem 2
for Chung-Lu Model 
0 .02 .04-.02
.02
.06
.10
.14
Figure 1: Red, empirical binned probability mass function of
the relative error between the observed spectral radii (100
realizations) and the asymptotic estimate (a·b/S =161) .  The
graphs generated have 600 nodes 
Purple and Blue, plots of concentration inequalities where the
y-axis indicates a bound on the likelihood that the spectral
radius will be larger (purple) or smaller (blue) than the
relative error (x-axis).  Purple uses Markov's Inequality while
Blue is a result from [2]. 
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Conclusions
● We proved theoretic and numeric results on the speed of convergence of the
spectral radius for directed Chung-Lu random graphs.  
● We also provided a conjecture (with numeric evidence) for the convergence of the
spectral radius for directed Chung-Lu graphs with community structure.  
● Through simulation, we evaluated the impact of community structure on the
spectral radius of the adjacency matrix and ultimately the dynamics of the
network for the SIS and Kuramoto models.
●  Finally, we expect that the same proof technique will yield the desired 
result on the convergence speed of the spectral radius in Chung-Lu 
networks with community structure. 
See Figure 2 for numeric evidence of this conjecture.  In addition, the impact of
community structure on the spectral radius can influence the dynamics of the network.
For examples, see Figures 3 and 4 where all networks in consideration have identical
expected degree sequences, but different partitioned expected degree sequences.
Figure 2: Speed of the Convergence of ρ(A) to a·bS in the Chung-Lu random
graph model. The x-axis indicates the relative error  of the empirically observed
ρ(A) such that ρ(A) = (1 + )a·bS . The y axis marks probabilities, whose mean-
ings vary based on the three curves. The red curve is the empirical probability
distribution function plotting th relative error of the dominating eigenvalue
from a·bS , where we constructed 100 realizations of Chung-Lu random graphs
with a prescribed expected degree sequence d ∈ Z600×2 such that a·bS ≈ 161.
The magenta curve is an application of the concentration result (Theorem 2)
regarding the distribution of the dominating eigenvalue ρ(A) from realizations
of Chung-Lu random graphs with the same prescribed expected degree sequence
d. For this curve, the y − axis provides an upperbound on the probability the
spectral radius exceeds the relative error from a·bS on the x-axis. Similarly, the
blue curve is an application of the concentration result from Theorem 5.
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Proof. Denote the set D as a collection of all possible simple cycles allowing for
cyclic permutations. It then follows that the expected number of simple cycles
of length r (allowing for cyclic permulations) is,
E(SCr) =
∑
(i1,i2,...,ir,i1)∈D
Πrk=1pikik+1 =
∑
(i1,i2,...,ir,i1)∈D
Πrk=1
aikbik
S
.
The first equality follows from the fact that with simple cycles we do not
have to worry about an edge repeating in a cycle (as in Lemma 2) and the second
equality follows from invoking the definition of Chung-Lu and rearranging terms.
To derive the lower bound we use inclusion-exclusion,
∑
(i1,i2,...,ir,i1)∈D
Πrk=1
aikbik
S
≥
N∑
i1=1,...,ir=1
Πrk=1
aikbik
S
−
(
r
2
) N∑
i1=i2=1
i3=1,...,ir=1
Πrk=1
aikbik
S
,
(51)
where for the first term in the right hand side of (51), we sum over all possible
cycles, not just simple cycles. Subsequently to correct this, we subtract off the
cases where two nodes equal each other. By symmetry, the choice of which
two nodes equal each other is arbitrary, so we select i1 = i2 and multiply the
quantity by
(
r
2
)
, the number of ways of choosing two nodes to equal each other.
It then follows that,
E(SCr) =
∑
(i1,i2,...,ir,i1)∈D
Πrk=1
aikbik
S
≥
(
a · b
S
)r −
(
r
2
)
pmax
N∑
i2=1
i3=1,...,ir=1
Πrk=2
aikbik
S
≥ (a · b
S
)r −
(
r
2
)
pmax(
a · b
S
)r−1,
(52)
which completes the proof.
We now provide a bound for the variance for the number of simple cycles of
prescribed length.
Lemma 6. If a·bS > 1, we then have that
V ar(SCr) ≤ E(SCr) · [r + (a · b
S
)r(exp(
pmax(
rS
a·b )
2
1− Sa·b
)− 1)]. (53)
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 3. In particular, we can express
SCr = r
∑
y∈Y
1y, (54)
where 1y is an indicator random variable corresponding to the existence
of the cycle y of length r and all of the cycles in Y are distinct under cyclic
permutations.
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Analogous to (31), we have that
∑
y 6=z
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
∑
y
z∈D(y)
E(1y1z) =
∑
y
z∈D(y)
Pr(1z = 1|1y = 1)Pr(1y = 1),
(55)
where z ∈ D(y) if the simple cycles y, z ∈ Y share an edge and z 6= y.
Following the argument from Theorem 3, we will argue that
∑
y∈Y
z∈D(y)
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
1
r
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 iki=r
k0∈[0...r−1]
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−2
) ∑
N,R∗
Πj∈N
bjaj
S
p|R|max, (56)
where N is a list of all of the nodes in the cycle z that are part of the new edge
interior, R∗ identifies the repeating edge blocks that appear in z after observing
the edges in the cycle y and k0 < r as the cycles y and z share at least one
edge. Since we sum over all possible choices for N and R∗, we are counting the
same simple cycle (under cyclic permutation) r times. To correct this issue, we
multiply the result by 1r . k0 indicates the number of new edges and for i ≥ 1,
ki denotes the number of repeating edge blocks in cycle z of length i. Note that
since Y consists of simple cycles that are unique under cyclic permutations, a
repeating edge block cannot consist of lengths equal to r− 1 and r as the cycle
z is simple.
We will now show that for simple cycles,
|R∗| = r
∑r−2
i=1 ki . (57)
Since z is a simple cycle, all repeating edge blocks must come from edges ob-
served from the cycle y. Furthermore, for a repeating edge block of length i, as y
is simple, there are at most r ways of constructing a repeating edge block. (For
example, if we are selecting a repeating edge block of length 2 using edges from
a simple cycle y = (i1, i2, ..., ir, i1), then there are only r choices for choosing
repeating edge block. It could be, (i1, i2, i3), (i2, i3, i4), ...,etc. Other choices like
(i1, i7, i8) would be impossible as we know there is an edge from i6 to i7 in y
and if there was an edge from i1 to i7 in y as well, then this would imply that
y is not simple.) Hence, to compute |R∗|, we multiply by r for every repeating
edge block. It then follows that,
∑
y∈Y
z∈D(y)
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
1
r
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 iki=r
k0∈[0...r−1]
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−2
)∑
N
Πj∈N
bjaj
S
(rpmax)
∑r−2
i=1 ki .
(58)
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Using the fact that from Lemma 4, |N| = r −∑r−2i=1 (i + 1)ki, summing
over all possible choices for nodes to appear in N, allowing k0 to equal r, and
subtracting off the contribution when k0 = r, we get that
∑
y∈Y
z∈D(y)
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
1
r
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)(
a · b
S
)r([
∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 iki=r
k0∈[0...r]
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−2
)
Πr−2i=1 (r(
S
a · b )
i+1pmax)
ki ]−1).
(59)
By invoking Lemma A.1, where α = rpmaxSa·b , β =
S
a·b and l = 1, we bound
(59) by
1
r
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)(
a · b
S
)r(exp(
r2( Sa·b )
2pmax
1− Sa·b
)− 1). (60)
To finish off the proof, note that
∑
y∈Y Pr(1y = 1) =
E(SCr)
r , as Y only con-
sists of simple cycles that are unique under cyclic permutation. Using the fact
that V ar(SCr) = V ar(r
∑
y∈Y 1y) = r
2
∑
y∈Y Pr(1y = 1)+r
2
∑
y∈Y
z∈D(y)
Cov(1y,1z)
proves the result.
Consequently, we have the following concentration result.
Corollary 2. Denote A as a realization of a random Chung-Lu graph with
expected degree sequence d = (a,b) ∈ ZN×2. Furthermore let pmax = amaxbmaxS
and S =
∑
i ai =
∑
i bi. Then for every  ∈ (0, 1) there exists a δ1,δ2 such that
if for some choice of r ∈ N, pmaxr2 < δ1, a·bS > 1 and logNr < δ2 then
Pr((1− )a · b
S
≤ ρ(A)) ≥ 1− .
Proof. The proof is analogous to Theorem 5 and as such we only provide a
sketch. From Lemmas 6 and 5, since r2pmax → 0, we have that V ar(SCr) 
E(SCr)
2. It then follows that with high probability the number of simple cycles
of length r cannot be less than half the expected number of simple cycles.
E(SCr)
2N
≤ SCr
N
≤ trace(A
r)
N
≤ ρ(A)r.
As
a·b
S
r
(1−r2pmax)
2N ≤ E(SCr)2N , this would impliy that,
(
1
2N
)
1
r
a · b
S
(1− r2pmax) 1r ≤ ρ(A).
Since ( 12N )
1
r = exp(− log 2Nr ) → 1 and r2pmax → 0 by assumption, we con-
clude that with probability of at least (1− ),
(1− )a · b
S
≤ ρ(A).
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Constructing a meaningful upperbound on the number of paths of length r
when pmax → 0 is more challenging. We cannot simply follow the proof strategy
used in Theorem 1 as we have to worry about the contribution from repeating
edge blocks. (Note that in the proof of Theorem 1, we were able to ignore this
complication altogether due to the assumption that a·bS →∞ sufficiently fast.)
In particular, consider the (unlikely) event that a subgraph of k nodes exists
where each node has bidirectional edges with each of the other k nodes and
a·b
S  k. To circumvent this issue, we will illustrate that with high probability
when pmax → 0, two cycles of modest length cannot be close together in distance
in the graph. Subsequently, we will employ this fact to construct a more precise
bound on the number of choices for constructing repeating edge blocks in a path,
to prove the desired asymptotics. For this purpose, we will need the following
machinery.
Definition 5. Define the minimal edge list of a path P to be an ordered list of
new edges (of minimal size) required for the entire path to exist. Note that since
P can only contain new edges, we cannot have the same edge appear twice in
the minimal edge list. By convention when constructing a minimal edge list, as
we observe edges in a path, we simply add the edge to the minimal edge list if
we have never observed that particular edge before.
Example: Consider the path P = (1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 4). For the path P to exist, we
only need the following edges to exist: 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 1 and 2→ 4. These
edges {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1), (2, 4)} would then form the minimal edge list of path
P .
Definition 6. Given an list edges, we say that the mth edge in the list is a
cycle inducing edge if we can construct a simple cycle, where the cycle contains
the mth edge and can only consist of the first m edges in E. Analogously, we
can say an edge is a cycle inducing edge in a path if the edge is a cycle inducing
edge in the minimal edge list of the path.
Essentially, we will seek a result that says that paths cannot have too many
cycle inducing edges. More precisely, it will be burdensome to consider the min-
imal edge list of a path P with excessively many cycle inducing edges. Instead,
we will want to construct a smaller list (of edges) from the minimal edge list
with a smaller number of cycle inducing edges. The following lemma formalizes
this claim and the proof explains how to construct such a list.
Lemma 7. Consider a path P with k > 1 cycle inducing edges and its corre-
sponding minimal edge list M . Then for any j ≤ k, we can construct a reduced
edge list E ⊂M with the following properties:
• E has exactly j cycle inducing edges.
• The first node in the first edge in E and the last node in the last edge in
E must belong to a simple cycle that can be formed from the edges in E.
Before we provide the proof of the Lemma, we first provide an example.
Example: Consider the path P = (1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 3, 3). For the path P to exist, we
only need the following edges to exist: {(1, 2), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3), (3, 3)},
which would then form the minimal edge list for the path P .
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• First, starting with the empty list we add edges from our minimal edge
list M to our reduced edge list E until we find j cycle inducing edges. For
this example, consider j = 2. This yields the edge list
E = {(1, 2), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3)}.
• Then, we remove edges from the beginning of the edge list E until we
reach an edge such that its removal would decrease the number of simple
cycles that we can form our current edge list. This yields the list
E = {(2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3)}.
• Observe that if any of the edges in the edge list E do not exist, then the
path P cannot exist. Furthermore by construction, the first and last edge
in our new edge list must belong to a simple cycle that we can construct
from E.
Proof. Step 1: Initialize a list E = ∅. Step 2: Starting with the first edge in M
we proceed by inductively adding edges to E until E contains j cycle inducing
edges. Then in Step 3 starting from the first edge in E, we remove edges from
E if the edge is not a part of a simple cycle that can be formed from the edges
in E. Once we reach an edge that is part of a simple cycle, we stop removing
edges in E. It follows that all cycle inducing edges in E are still cycle inducing
edges as we only removed edges in Step 3 that are not part of a simple cycle.
Hence E has precisely j cycle inducing edges. Furthermore by construction, the
first edge in E is part of a cycle, as otherwise it would have been deleted from
E and the last edge in E is also part of a cycle as it is a cycle inducing edge.
With Lemma 7 at hand, we seek one more lemma so that we can prove the
desired result that there cannot exist a path with many cycle inducing edges
with high probability.
Lemma 8. Suppose E is a reduced edge list with t cycle inducing edges, as we
constructed in Lemma 7. We can map the reduced edge list E to a union of lists
∪ti=1Mi where each Mi consists of a list of nodes. Furthermore, the Mi lists
have the following properties:
• The first node in M1 and the last node in Mt all belong to a simple cycle
that can be constructed from the edges in E (provided that the edges in E
exist).
• The last node in Mj for each j is a node that has appeared earlier either
in the same list Mj or in a list Mi where i < j.
• The first node in Mj for each j > 1 is a node that has appeared in some
list Mi where i < j.
• And finally, let xk,i be the kth node in Mi. Then the probability that all
edges in the reduced edge list E exist equals
Πti=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=1
bxk,iaxk+1,i
S
. (61)
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Proof. Proof of Bullet 1: We first illustrate the mapping of the reduced edge
list E with t cycle inducing edges to the union of lists ∪ti=1Mi where each Mi
consists of a list of nodes. We start by decomposing our reduced edge list E as a
union of edge lists ∪ti=1Ei, where we add the edges from E to E1 and stop once
E1 has precisely one cycle inducing edge. Then starting where we left off, we
add edges to E2 and stop once E1 ∪E2 have precisely two cycle inducing edges.
Note that we can express E = ∪ti=1Ei such that the list ∪ki=1Ei has precisely k
cycle inducing edges for all k ≤ t.
Example: We clarify the above procedure with the following example. Con-
sider the reduced edge list E = {(2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3)}. Then since E has
two cycle inducing edges, we can write E1 = {(2, 2)}, since E1 already has one
cycle inducing edge we stop here and then let E2 = {(2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3)}.
Now given Ei, we can construct Mi as follows. Consider the first node of each
edge in Ei and add those nodes to Mi in that order. Then add the last node of
the last edge of Ei to Mi. This completes the construction of the Mi.
Example: As before consider E = E1 ∪ E2 = {(2, 2)} ∪ {(2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3)}.
It then follows that M1 = {2, 2}, where we added the first node of each edge
of E1 and then added the last node of the last edge of E1 to M1 . Similarly,
M2 = {2, 3, 4, 3}.
By construction, the first node of the first edge and the last node of the last
edge in E belong to a simple cycle that can be constructed from the edges of
E. Furthermore, these nodes are precisely the first and last nodes of M1 and
Mt respectively. Hence the first bulleted statement holds.
Proof of Bullet 2: By construction of ∪ki=1Ei, the last edge of Ek is a cycle
inducing edge. Consequently, the last node of the last edge appears as the last
node in Mk and must have appeared elsewhere in the list ∪ki=1Mi.
Proof of Bullet 3: Suppose that we have a contradiction, that is the first
node for some Mj , j > 1, does not appear in an earlier Mi, where i < j. As
we demonstrated earlier in the proof, we can express E as ∪ti=1Ei. Now denote
the first edge in Ej as (x, y1) and the edge that precedes (x, y1) in the path as
(w, x). If (w, x) is the first edge in E1 or the first appearance of the edge (w, x)
is after the first edge in E1, then x would necessarily appear in an earlier Mi.
So suppose that is not the case and consider the path that corresponds to the
reduced edge list; it must have the form (..., w, x, ...m1, ..., w, x, y1, ...), where
m1 is the first node in M1. Now consider the node that follows the first appear-
ance of the edge (w, x); call it y2. It then follows that the original path has the
form, (..., w, x, y2, ...m1, ..., w, x, y1). Now if we consider the graph formed by
the edges of this path, it follows that there exists a simple cycle containing the
node x. As such, we must be able to construct this simple cycle with the node x
from the reduced edge list ∪j−1i=1Ei as we only omit edges from the minimal edge
list if they do not belong to cycles. Furthermore, since x appears in a cycle, it
needs an incoming and an outgoing edge and hence, the node x must appear in
an earlier Ei.
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Proof of Bullet 4: Denote the probability that all edges in E exist by Pr(E).
It follows that since E is a only contains edges from the minimal edge list of a
path P , all of the edges are new edges and that
Pr(E) = Π(x,y)∈E
bxay
S
= Πti=1Π(x,y)∈Ei
bxay
S
. (62)
Now consider the kth edge in Ej for some particular choice of j. Denote this
edge as (x, y). It follows from construction of Mj that x is precisely the kth
element in Mj and y is the k + 1st element in Mj . Consequently, we conclude
that
Pr(E) = Πti=1Π(x,y)∈Ei
bxay
S
= Πti=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=1
bxk,iaxk+1,i
S
, (63)
where xk,i is the kth node in Mi.
The strength of Lemma 8 lies in the fact that it helps us identify which
nodes repeat in a reduced edge list. For example consider some arbitrary
bounded function f : N → R and define f∗ to be the smallest upperbound of
f . Then it follows that,
∑N
i=1,j=1[f(i)]
2f(j) ≤ f∗
∑N
i=1,j=1 f(i)f(j); if f∗ → 0
and
∑N
i=1 f(i) = O(1), then this upperbound converges to 0. To summarize,
we will want to identify which indices (nodes) repeat in the reduced edge list as
if for example we chose the wrong index and bounded
∑N
i=1,j=1[f(i)]
2f(j) by
f∗
∑N
i=1,j=1[f(i)]
2 ≤ Nf∗
∑N
i=1[f(i)]
2, the presence of the N would lead us to
a potentially useless upperbound as it is possible that f∗ → 0 and 1f2∗  N . At
this juncture, we present the following result that restricts the number of cycle
inducing edges that can appear in a reduced edge list.
Lemma 9. Consider a sequence of (expected) degree sequences d = (a,b) where
pmax ≤ RNτ , R is a fixed constant, τ > 0 and a·bS > 1. Then with probability at
least p∗ = 1 − , all paths of length not exceeding L = (t−1)τ2 ∗ log a·bS (N), have
less than t cycle inducing edges, where  = tR
t−1(L+1)3t−2
N
(t−1)τ
2
.
Remark: Note that asymptotically we are guaranteed that  → 0 in Lemma
9 as for fixed t, pmax = O(N
−τ ), L = O(log(N)) and consequently  =
O((N
−τ
2 (logN)3)t)→ 0.
Proof. To bound the likelihood of the existence of any path of length at most
L that consists of at least t cycle inducing edges, we will instead consider the
likelihood of the existence of a reduced edge list, E∗, with t cycle inducing
edges containing no more than L+ 1− t distinct nodes. Denote Pr(E∗) as the
probability all edges in the list E∗ exist. It follows from Lemma 8 that for a
given reduced edge list E∗ with t cycle inducing edges that
Pr(E∗) = Πti=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=1
bxk,iaxk+1,i
S
= Πti=1
bx1,iax|Mi|,i
S
Π
|Mi|−1
k=2
bxk,iaxk,i
S
=
(64)
bx1,1ax|Mt|,t
S
Πt−1j=1
ax|Mj |,j bx1,j+1
S
Πti=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=2
bxk,iaxk,i
S
= (65)
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bx1,1
St
Πtj=1ax|Mj |,jΠ
t−1
h=1bx1,h+1Π
t
i=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=2
bxk,iaxk,i
S
, (66)
where xk,i is the kth node in Mi.
But by Lemma 8 we have constraints on some of the nodes in the lists Mi.
More precisely for some functions α, β, δ and η, we have that
1. For all j > 1, x1,j = xα(j),β(j), where β(j) < j.
2. For all j, x|Mj |,j = xδ(j),η(j), where η(j) ≤ j and if η(j) = j =⇒ δ(j) <
|Mj |.
3. And finally, there exists a γ such that x|Mγ |,γ = x1,1.
The last bulleted claim comes from the fact that by construction of our
reduced edge list, the first node x1,1 is part of a simple cycle that can be formed
using the edges in our reduced edge list; furthermore, this node is also part of
a cycle inducing edge.
Let Xz denote a particular list whose elements, x, are vectors that satisfy
the constraints 1, 2 and 3, such that z uniquely defines the functions α, β, δ, η,
the sizes of the lists Mi, and the parameter γ above.
Now define Et to be the event that there exists a reduced edge lists E∗ with
t cycle inducing edges that contains no more than L+1−t distinct nodes, where
t is a parameter with the constraint that t ≥ 2.
By summing over all possible choices of z and x ∈ Xz, we have that
Pr(Et) ≤
∑
z
∑
x∈Xz
bx1,1
St
Πtj=1ax|Mj |,jΠ
t−1
h=1bx1,h+1Π
t
i=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=2
bxk,iaxk,i
S
. (67)
But for a fixed Xz, we know that x|Mγ(z)|,γ(z) = x1,1, (67) simplifies to,
∑
z
∑
x∈Xz
bx1,1ax1,1
St
Πtj=1,j 6=γ(z)ax|Mj |,jΠ
t−1
h=1bx1,h+1Π
t
i=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=2
bxk,iaxk,i
S
. (68)
Furthermore, since for a fixed choice of Xz x|Mj |,j and x1,j are uniquely deter-
mined by α, β, δ and η, this yields that,
Pr(Et) ≤
∑
z
∑
x∈Xz
bx1,1ax1,1
St
at−1xmaxb
t−1
maxΠ
t
i=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=2
bxk,iaxk,i
S
= (69)
∑
z
∑
x∈Xz
bx1,1ax1,1
S
pt−1maxΠ
t
i=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=2
bxk,iaxk,i
S
. (70)
Now we know that for any choice of Xz, [
∑t
i=1(|Mi| − 1) − 1] + 1 ≤ L. As
a result,
Pr(Et) ≤
∑
z
pt−1max(
a · b
S
)L. (71)
At this juncture, we want to identify the number of possible of lists Xz that
we can construct to simplify (71).
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Notice that since there are at most L+1 nodes in the path, all of the possible
sizes for each of the t ′M ′i ’lists is bounded above by (L + 1)
t. We also have t
choices for choosing which x|Mγ |,γ must equal x1,1. And finally, we have that
at most (L+ 1)2t−2 choices for requiring that x1,j = xα(j),β(j), where j 6= 1 and
x|Mj |,j = xδ(j),η(j), where j 6= γ. Hence there are at most t(L + 1)3t−2 choices
for constructing the list Xz.
So we conclude that
Pr(Et) ≤ t(L+ 1)3t−2pt−1max(
a · b
S
)L. (72)
Choose L ≤ (t−1)τ2 log a·bS (N). Note that (
a·b
S )
L ≤ N (t−1)τ2 .
Hence it then follows that
Pr(Et) ≤ t(L+ 1)
3t−2N
(t−1)τ
2 Rt−1
N (t−1)τ
=
t(L+ 1)3t−2Rt−1
N (
t−1
2 )τ
. (73)
where we invoked the fact that pmax ≤ RNτ .
Lemma 9 asymptotically guarantees that with high probability any path in
a realization of a Chung-Lu graph of sufficiently small length cannot contain
more than one cycle inducing edge. Such a restriction will help us in counting
the number of repeating edge blocks. More specifically, we would like to relate
the number of distinct simple cycles we can construct from a reduced edge list
with t cycle inducing edges.
Lemma 10. Consider a graph where no path of length less than l∗ = τ2 log a·bS (N)
has more than one cycle inducing edge. Then from the minimal edge list of any
path in the graph with precisely t cycle inducing edges, we can construct at most
t simple cycles of length less than l∗2 that are distinct under cyclic permutation.
Proof. Suppose there exists a path with t cycle inducing edges, where we can
construct t+ 1 distinct simple cycles with length less than l∗2 from the minimal
edge list. It follows that there exists at least one cycle inducing edge that could
be used to construct two distinct simple cycles, both of length less than l∗2 . Now,
consider an auxilliary path formed by adjoining the two simple cycles together
(as they share a common edge). It follows immediately that for this auxilliary
path, there are at least two cycle inducing edges in the corresponding minimal
edge list. Since the total length of the two cycles is less than l∗, we arrive at a
contradiction, as we assumed that our graph cannot have a path of length less
than l∗ with more than one cycle inducing edge.
Lemmas 9 and 10 have both practical and theoretical significance. In partic-
ular, while an assortment of results pertaining to the diameter of various undi-
rected random graphs demonstrate that the diameter is O(logN) [3, 10, 11, 30],
relatively little work has focused on the diameter for realizations of directed
random graph models [14, 17, 22, 32]. As Lemma 9 suggests, if the diameter
of a graph is O(logN), then paths connecting two distinct simple cycles must
appear at O(logN) length.
In addition, Lemmas 9 and 10 add clarity to the adage that realizations
of certain random graph models are locally tree like, as simple cycles of small
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length must be relatively far apart in distance. As a side remark, it is notwor-
thy that while real world networks are not locally tree like, there is evidence
that supports that dynamical processes that occur on locally tree like graphs
approximate the dynamics on real world networks [29].
We now sketch the remainder of our proof strategy for showing asymptotic
convergence of the spectral radius. The basic idea is to partition a repeating
edge block into subblocks of length O(logN). Then, Lemmas 9 and 10 bound
the number of distinct simple cycles that can appear in the repeating edge sub-
block, which is at most 1. In particular we claim (and will prove later on) that
for any such repeating edge subblock, there exists two simple paths, P1, P2 and
a simple cycle C, such that the repeating edge subblock is a concatenation
of paths of the form: P1, C, ..., C, P2, where the same cycle C can appear any
number of times in between the two simple paths.
From Lemma 10, we know that the number of simple cycles C that we can
choose from in the repeating edge subblock is bounded by the number of cycle
inducing edges. Analogously, we want to find a bound for the number of choices
of simple paths, P1, P2 in the repeating edge subblock.
Definition 7. Given a path with t cycle inducing edges, we call the subgraph
formed by these edges a t− path graph.
Lemma 11. For any t − path graph, the number of simple paths of length l
from a fixed node is bounded by (1 + tl )
l. Furthermore, the number of simple
paths from a fixed node of any prescribed length is bounded by exp(t).
Remark: Care should be taken when invoking Lemma 11, as for t suffi-
ciently large, the bound in Lemma 11 could exceed the number of simple paths
in the entire graph.
Proof. Since the edges in our t − path graph comes from a path with t cycle
inducing edges, we can construct our t − path graph using the following pro-
cedure. Start by fixing the number of nodes in the t − path graph, N∗, and
having each node possess one incoming and one outgoing edge. Then we can
add up to t additional edges to the graph based on the t cycle inducing edges
in the path. (Using induction leads to quick proof that any t− path graph can
be constructed in this manner).
Consequently, we define fd(t) to be an upperbound for the number of sim-
ple paths of length d from any fixed node in any t − path graph. Suppose the
initial node that maximizes this quantity has out-degree x1 + 1. It follows that
fd(t) ≤ max
x1∈[0..t]
x1+1∑
i=1
fd−1(t− x1) = max
x1∈[0..t]
(1 + x1)fd−1(t− x1),
where the first inequality comes from the fact that we are only considering simple
paths. More specifically by considering the particular node, with out-degree
1 + x1, and graph that maximizes fd(t), we can instead bound this quantity by
the number of paths of length d − 1 coming from this node’s neighbors, where
we essentially delete the node as we do not consider non-simple paths. Note
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that if we have a t− path graph with no cycle inducing edges, then we can let
fd∗(0) = 1 for any d∗. Furthermore, since the maximum number of paths of
length 0 from a given node is bounded by 1, we get that f0(t∗) = 1 for any t∗.
Proceeding inductvely we conclude that,
fd(t) ≤ max∑d
i=1 xi≤t
∀i∈[1..d],xi≥0
Πdi=1(1 + xi) ≤ (1 +
t
d
)d ≤ exp(t),
where the second to last inequality can be proven by induction on d.
We now verify the claim that any path with at most one cycle inducing edge
has the following special decomposition.
Lemma 12. Consider a graph, where no path of length less than l∗ has more
than one cycle inducing edge. Then for any path P of length less than l∗2 , P
has the decomposition that
P = (P1, C, ..., C, P2),
where P1 and P2 are simple paths and C is a simple cycle.
Proof. By the assumption in the lemma, there can be only one cycle inducing
edge in the path in P , which we will identify as (cl, c0). Denote the portion
of the path up to the cycle inducing edge as (x0, ...., cl, c0). Furthermore, since
(cl, c0) is an edge that can be used to form a cycle from the edges in the path
(x0, ...., cl, c0), this implies that c0 appears earlier in the path; hence we can
express this initial portion of the path P as (x0, ..., c0, ...., cl, c0).
Note that if we remove the node c0 at the end of the path, we are guaranteed
that the path (x0, ..., cl) is simple as there are no cycle inducing edges. Hence we
are guaranteed that if we decompose the path (x0, ..., c0, ...., cl, c0) into a path
P1 = (x0, ..., c0) and the cycle C = (c0, ...cl, c0), that both P1 and C are simple.
We can continue to traverse the edges in the simple cycle C as the path
(P1, C, ..., C) still would only have one cycle inducing edge. Eventually we may
traverse an edge that is not in C, so we can define P = (P1, C, ..., C, P2). As
we want this representation of P to be unique, we require that P2 6= (C,P3),
for some path P3. To prove the desired claim, at this juncture we just need to
show that P2 is also simple.
Now suppose P2 is not simple. If we revisit a node in P2 that is not in the
simple cycle C then this implies we can construct two distinct cycles from a
path with one cycle inducing edge, a contradiction according to Lemma 10.
In the case that we do revisit a node in P2 and that node also appears in
the simple cycle C, we provide a sketch of the proof (literally) and leave the
details to the reader. See the top panel in Figure 3. We highlighted the cycle C
with blue edges and consider the edges from P2 starting with the first edge that
deviates from the cycle until we return to a node in the cycle C, denoted with
black edges. As noted in the bottom panel, if we do return to a node in the cycle
C, we can use the edges in C and P2 to construct another distinct simple cycle.
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Figure 3: An illustration that after departing from the cycle C, P2 cannot revisit
a node in C as then we would be able to construct two distinct simple cycles, C
and the cycle illustrated in the bottom panel. To distinguish between the edges
in C and the nodes/edges after departing from the cycle C, the edges from C are
highlighted in turquoise. In contrast, the nodes in the path P2 after departing
from the cycle C are highlighted in yellow, while the edges are in black.
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But this would imply we could construct two distinct simple cycles from a path
P with only one cycle inducing edge, a contradiction according to Lemma 10.
At this juncture, we can present an upperbound for the number of paths
that is especially helpful when pmax is small.
Theorem 6. Suppose a·bS > 1. For some parameter m, let r, the length of
the path, satisfy the inequality (m−1)τ2 log a·bS (N) ≤ r ≤
mτ
2 log a·bS
(N). Define a
collection of graphs G, such that for any graph G ∈ G, there is no path of length
r that has more than m + 1 cycle inducing edges and there is no path in G of
length less than τ2 log a·bS
(N) that has more than 1 cycle inducing edge. Now let
Pr(y|G ∈ G) be the number of paths of length r starting at node y given that
the randomly generated graph G is in G. Define
η = 3(m+ 1)[
τ
4
log a·b
S
(N)]2exp(2m),
and suppose that
τ
4
log a·b
S
(N) > 1
and
(η)
4
τ log a·b
S
(N)
<
a · b
S
.
Furthermore denote the bound on the probability that there exists a path of length
L with t cycle inducing edges, from Lemma 9 as
p∗(L, t) = 1− tR
t−1(L+ 1)3t−2
N
(t−1)τ
2
,
where pmax ≤ RNτ , R is a fixed constant and τ > 0. Then
E(Pr(y|G ∈ G)) ≤ by
Pr(G ∈ G)(1− Sa·b )
(
a · b
S
)r−1exp(
rηpmax(
S
a·b )
2(η)
4
τ log a·b
S
(N)
1− Sa·b (η)
4
τ log a·b
S
(N)
),
where
Pr(G ∈ G) ≥ p∗(
τ log a·b
S
N
2
, 2) + p∗(r,m+ 1)− 1. (74)
Remark: Theorem 6 proves asymptotically that the spectral radius is bounded
above by a·bS , assuming that
a·b
S > 1. More specifically if pmax = O(N
−τ )
and logN  r  (logN)2 then it follows that m  logN , limN→∞ Pr(G ∈
G) = 1 by (74),limN→∞ pmaxrη = 0 and limN→∞ η
4
τ∗log a·b
S
(N)
= 1. Hence
an application of Markov’s Inequality, as used in Theorem 2, would prove the
result.
Proof. The proof is nearly identical to Theorem 1.
To construct a lower bound for the Pr(G ∈ G), denote A as the event that
there does not exist a path of length at most r with m+ 2 cycle inducing edges
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and B as the event that there does not exist a path of length at most
τlog a·b
S
N
2
with 2 cycle inducing edges. It follows from Lemma 9 that the Pr(G ∈ G) =
Pr(A∩B) = Pr(A) +Pr(B)−Pr(A∪B) ≥ p∗(r,m+ 1) + p∗(
τlog a·b
S
N
2 , 2)− 1,
where the last inequality holds as we bound the Pr(A ∪B) above by 1.
But before we can proceed, since we are restricting the number of cycle
inducing edges for paths of certain lengths in G, the probability an edge exists
changes. Let 1E be the indicator random variable, where 1E = 1 if all of the
edges in E appear in our random realization G. Then we have that,
Pr(1E = 1|G ∈ G) ≤ Pr(1E = 1)
Pr(G ∈ G) . (75)
So (75) allows us to proceed with constructing an upperbound on the num-
ber of paths with length r for a graph G ∈ G, where we do not have to worry
about the influence that G belongs to G on the probability that a path exists.
Now let PLr (y|G ∈ G) be the number of paths starting from node y of length
r, where we require the last edge in the path to not be a repeating edge, we
condition on the fact that G ∈ G. Denote the ki for i > 0 as the number of
repeating edge blocks of length i. Similar to equation (13), we will argue that
E(PLr (y|G ∈ G)) ≤
(76)
by
Pr(G ∈ G)
∑
k0+
∑r
i=1 iki=r
k0∈[1..r]
( ∑ ki
k0, ..., kr
)
(
a · b
S
)r−1Πi≥1(ηpmax[
S
a · b ]
i+1)ki (η)
4iki
τ∗log a·b
S
(N)
,
where η = 3(m+ 1)[ τ4 log a·bS
(N)]2exp(2m) and r ≤ mτ2 log a·bS (N). The key dif-
ference from equation (13) is by letting pmax → 0, instead of having riki possible
choices for each of the ki repeating edge blocks of length i, we claim that we
have at most
η
1+ 4i
τ log a·b
S
(N)
choices for each repeating edge block of length i. We will temporar-
ily assume that (76) holds. Applying Lemma A.1, where α = ηpmax(
S
a·b )
2(η)
1+ 4
τ log a·b
S
(N)
,
β = Sa·b (η)
4
τ log a·b
S
(N)
and l = 1, yields the upperbound,
by
Pr(G ∈ G) (
a · b
S
)r−1exp(
rpmax(
S
a·b )
2(η)
1+ 4
τ∗log a·b
S
(N)
1− Sa·b (η)
4
τ∗log a·b
S
(N)
). (77)
Invoking the fact that E(Pr(y|G ∈ G)) ≤
∑r
j=1E(P
L
j (y|G ∈ G)) yields the
inequality in the theorem.
To prove that (76) holds, we first consider the number of ways for filling in a
repeating edge block of length less than τ4 log a·bS
(N). (In the theorem statement
we assume this quantity to be greater than 1). By Lemma 12, we know that
the repeating edge block must be of the form (P1, C, ..., C, P2), where P1, P2 are
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simple paths and C is a simple cycle.
Case 1: Suppose that there is a simple cycle C in the repeating edge block.
Fix a particular choice for the simple cycle C and assume that it has length l.
• Since the repeating edge block has length at most τ4 log a·bS (N), there are
τ
4 log a·bS
(N) places to put the first cycle C in the repeating edge block
(P1, C, ..., C, P2).
• We can continue traversing the cycle C in the repeating edge block up to
τ
4l log a·bS
(N) times.
• Because C has length l, the the first node in the cycle C can be any one
of the l nodes in the cycle.
• Since we identified the first and last nodes in C from the prior step,Lemma
11 tells us that there are at most exp(2m) choices for choosing the simple
paths P1 and P2.
Multiplying all of the red terms together, we have that for a fixed cycle C, there
are
exp(2m)[
τ
4
log a·b
S
(N)]2
choices for filling in the repeating edge block. Now by Lemma 10 and the
assumptions in the theorem, we know that there are at most m+ 1 such cycles
to choose from. Hence we get that Case 1 gives us at most
(m+ 1)exp(2m)[
τ
4
log a·b
S
(N)]2 (78)
choices for filling in a repeating edge block of length at most τ4 log a·bS
(N).
Case 2:There is no simple cycle C in the repeating edge block. In this case,
Lemma 12 implies that we can represent the repeating edge block as a single
simple path. As we have at most r possible nodes that could be at the start of
the repeating edge block, this implies that from Lemma 11 there are at most
rexp(m)
choices for filling in the repeating edge block.
Combining the brounds from Case 1 and Case 2 and employing the inequality
relating r and m in the theorem statement, yield that we have at most
rexp(m)+(m+1)[
τ
4
log a·b
S
(N)]2exp(2m) ≤ 3(m+1)[τ
4
log a·b
S
(N)]2exp(2m) = η
(79)
choices for filling in a repeating edge block of length at most τ4 log a·bS
(N).
To apply a similar bound to a repeating edge block of any length, we di-
vide the edge block into subblocks each of length approximately τ4 log a·bS
(N)
and possibly one edge block that is smaller than the others. The number of
choices for this larger repeating edge block is then bounded by (η)
1+ 4i
τ log a·b
S
(N)
by considering the number of possible choices for each smaller repeating edge
subblock of length bounded by τ4 log a·bS
(N).
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Figure 4: We partition our adjacency matrix with submatrices each possessing
expected column sums, a(x,y), and row sums, b(x,y). The probability that the
ijth entry in the submatrix (x,y) equals
b
(x,y)
i a
(x,y)
j
Sxy
, where Sxy is the expected
sum of the entries in the x,y submatrix.
4 Partitioned Chung-Lu Model
Since real world networks exhibit community structure, we want to consider a
random graph model that allows for this feature. But we also want a random
graph model that is easily amenable to analysis and hence emulates many of the
features of the Chung-Lu random graph model. We achieve this goal as follows.
In the special case where there are two communities we can envision partitioning
our adjacency matrix into four submatrices as illustrated in Figure 4. For each
submatrix we have expected row sums and column sums, given by b(x,y) and
a(x,y), where the superscript identifies the submatrix under consideration. With
this information, we assign edges in each of the submatrices based on the values
of these expected row sums and column sums.
More formally, we have the following definition.
Definition 8. We define the Directed Partitioned Chung-Lu Random Graph
Model such that we are given a collection of expected degree sequences for the
subgraphs corresponding to the partitioned submatrices in the adjacency matrix.
We construct a directed edge from node i to j by means of an independent
Bernoulli random variable pij where pij is proportional to the product of the ex-
pected out-degree of node i and expected in-degree of node j in the corresponding
subgraph.
Closely related models to the Directed Partitioned Chung-Lu model, have
been considered in application to the community detection for undirected graphs
[8, 23, 31, 36]. In contrast, [9] studies a similar model that generates directed
graphs, but their analysis assumes that the off-diagonal submatrices are very
sparse, which would allow for block diagonal approximations of the adjacency
matrix.
The first result we prove holds in considerable generality. Therefore, we
introduce the following (more general) definition.
Definition 9. In the K-Partitioned Random Graph Model, we assign each node
to one of K groups (or communities), denoted by the function G(·). We then
construct an edge from node i to j by means of an independent Bernoulli random
variable pij where pij depends on G(i) and G(j) .
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We will find that the following norm will be helpful in proving bounds for
the dominating eigenvalue in the Chung-Lu Partitioned Random Graph model.
Definition 10. Consider a vector x ∈ RN×1. Denote |x| as the l1 norm (or
taxicab norm for the vector). That is |x| = ∑Ni=1 |xi|. Furthermore for a matrix
B ∈ RN×N , we can also define |B| to be the l1 norm of the matrix where
|B| = ∑i,j |bij |.
For simplicity we will consider the case where there are two communities
(analogous results hold when there are more than two communities). Unsur-
prisingly, computing the number of paths and cycles becomes much more chal-
lenging when we incorporate partitions (communities) into our random graph
model. We therefore introduce the following lemma that will facilitate the com-
putation of otherwise unweildy expressions.
Lemma 13. Consider the 2-Partitioned Random Graph Model. Denote the
number of paths from node i0 to node ir of length r as Pr[i0 → ir]. Define
pij(x, y) =
{
pij if G(i) = x and G(j) = y
0 otherwise
and let
p = [pi0i1(1, 1), pi0i1(2, 1), pi0i1(1, 2), pi0i1(2, 2)]
T .
Then,
E(Pr[i0 → ir]) = |
∑
i1,...,ir−1
[Πr−1k=1A(ik, ik+1, ik)]p| (80)
where | · | denotes the taxicab norm, ik = [(i1, i2), (i2, i3), ..., (ik−1, ik)]
and if (i, j) /∈ i then,
A(i, j, i) =
 pij(1,1) pij(1,1) 0 00 0 pij(2,1) pij(2,1)
pij(1,2) pij(1,2) 0 0
0 0 pij(2,2) pij(2,2)
 ,
else if (i, j) ∈ i,
A(i, j, i) = Gij =
Gij(1,1) Gij(1,1) 0 00 0 Gij(2,1) Gij(2,1)
Gij(1,2) Gij(1,2) 0 0
0 0 Gij(2,2) Gij(2,2)
 ,
where
Gij(c, d) =
{
1 if G(i) = c and G(j) = d
0 otherwise
Remark: We can also express the number of paths as the norm of a matrix (as
opposed to a vector) by noting that,
E(Pr[i0 → ir]) = |1
2
∑
i1,...,ir−1
[Πr−1k=0A(ik, ik+1, ik)]|, (81)
where i0 = ∅.
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Proof. We proceed by induction starting with a base case r = 2, to compute
the probability that a path (i0, i1, i2), exists where (i0, i1) 6= (i1, i2).
So consider the matrix vector product,
pi1i2(1, 1) pi1i2(1, 1) 0 0
0 0 pi1i2(2, 1) pi1i2(2, 1)
pi1i2(1, 2) pi1i2(1, 2) 0 0
0 0 pi1i2(2, 2) pi1i2(2, 2)


pi0i1(1, 1)
pi0i1(2, 1)
pi0i1(1, 2)
pi0i1(2, 2)
 =

pi0i1(1, 1)pi1i2(1, 1) + pi0i1(2, 1)pi1i2(1, 1)
pi0i1(1, 2)pi1i2(2, 1) + pi0i1(2, 2)pi1i2(2, 1)
pi0i1(1, 1)pi1i2(1, 2) + pi0i1(2, 1)pi1i2(1, 2)
pi0i1(1, 2)pi1i2(2, 2) + pi0i1(2, 2)pi1i2(2, 2)
 .
From the definition of pij(x, y), the first entry in the output vector equals
the probability that the path P = (i0, i1, i2) exists if i1 is in group 1 and i2 is
in group 2 (and 0 otherwise). Similarly, the second entry equals the probability
that P exists if i1 is in group 2 and i2 is group 1. The third entry specifies the
probability P exists if i1 is in group 1 and i2 is in group 2. And finally, the
fourth entry specifies the probability P exists if i1 and i2 are both in group 2. In
the case (i0, i1) = (i1, i2), then since we already accounted for the probability
that the edge (i1, i2) exists, we instead multiply the vector p by the matrix
Gi1i2 , as defined in the statement of Lemma 13. Consequently, since for every
path P , there is precisely one non-zero entry in the output vector that equals
the probability that path P exists, taking the taxicab norm of the sum of such
vectors (where we sum over all possible choces of paths that start with i0 and
end with i2) will be the expected number of paths from i0 to i2.
Inductive Step: Suppose we are given a vector with the probability of
the existence of a path of length k (consisting of nodes i0, ..., ik) where each
component in the vector equals the probability that the path exists if ik belongs
to group y and ik−1 belongs to group x and 0 otherwise. We denote this quantity
as pk(x, y). Now to compute the probability of the existence of a path of length
k + 1, if (ik, ik+1) is not a repeating edge, we then consider

pikik+1(1, 1) pikik+1(1, 1) 0 0
0 0 pikik+1(2, 1) pikik+1(2, 1)
pikik+1(1, 2) pikik+1(1, 2) 0 0
0 0 pikik+1(2, 2) pikik+1(2, 2)


pk(1, 1)
pk(2, 1)
pk(1, 2)
pk(2, 2)
 .
The output of this matrix vector product will yield a vector, where there
will be precisely one non-zero entry equal to the probability the path exists.
Alternatively, if the edge (ik, ik+1) has been already visited earlier in the
path, since we already accounted for the probability that the edge exists, we
multiply the vector by the matrix Gikik+1 .
By taking the taxicab norm of the sum of vectors, where each vector has pre-
cisely one non-zero entry that equals the probability that the path (i0, ..., ik+1)
exists, will yield the expected number of paths from i0 to ik+1.
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To bound the expected number of paths of length r using Lemma 13, we will
want to express the bounds of the norm of a matrix vector product in terms of
the dominating eigenvalue of the matrix. Hence, we have the following result
proved in the appendix.
Corollary 3. Let B be an (entry-wise) non-negative matrix, B2 be an entry-
wise positive matrix and let x be the eigenvector corresponding to the dominating
eigenvalue. Furthermore denote b
(m)
ij as the i,jth entry of B
m. Assign cmax to
be the maximum row sum of B2 ∈ Rn×n and suppose every entry is at least
equal to 1, (hence rmax ≥ n). Then
[
n∑
j=1
b
(m)
ij ]
1
m ≤ cmax 1m ρ(B)
and
(cmax)
− 1m ρ(B) ≤ [
n∑
j=1
b
(m)
ij ]
1
m .
We can now prove our desired result regarding the expected number of paths
of length r.
Theorem 7. Consider a realization of a graph in the 2-Partitioned Chung-Lu
random graph model with prescribed expected row and column sums, b(x,y),a(x,y)
for each of the submatrices as illustrated in Figure 4. Suppose that S11, S12, S21
and S22, the expected number of edges in each of the submatrices, are bounded
below by 1. Denote Pr as the number of paths of length r. Define
P =

a(1,1)·b(1,1)
S11
a(2,1)·b(1,1)
S21
0 0
0 0 a
(1,2)·b(2,1)
S12
a(2,2)·b(2,1)
S22
a(1,1)·b(1,2)
S11
a(2,1)·b(1,2)
S21
0 0
0 0 a
(1,2)·b(2,2)
S12
a(2,2)·b(2,2)
S22
 ,
and assume that all of the 8 entries in P that depend on the expected row and
column sums of our submatrices are positive, so that P2 is entrywise positive.
For fixed x and y, denote the maximum of the vectors a(x,y),b(x,y) as a
(x,y)
max and
b
(x,y)
max respectively. Furthermore suppose for all choices of m and i1, ..., im+1,
that there exists an α such that b(1,1)max b(1,1)max 0 00 0 b(2,1)max b(2,1)max
b(1,2)max b
(1,2)
max 0 0
0 0 b(2,2)max b
(2,2)
max
Πmk=1Gikik+1
 a(1,1)max/S11 0 0 00 a(2,1)max/S21 0 0
0 0 a(1,2)max/S12 0
0 0 0 a(2,2)max/S22
 ≤ αP,
(82)
where Gikik+1 is defined in Lemma 13 and the inequality holds entry-wise.
Also suppose that ρ(P) > 2.
Then
E(Pr) ≤ 8Scmaxρ(P)r−1exp( r
2αρ(P)−1
1− rρ(P)−1 ),
where cmax is the maximum column sum of P
2.
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Remark. While condition (82) at first look may appear like a difficult
condition to satisfy, this in fact is not so. Upon careful observation of Lemma
13, Gij consists of two columns that are from the standard unit basis and two
columns that are zero. Consequently, if ρ(P) → ∞, and since Gij has the
property that |Gijv| ≤ |v|, we can often satisfy condition (82) with ease. It
is worth mentioning that even if we cannot satisfy (82), we could still prove a
useful generalization of Theorem 7 by requiring that for each m we can find an
αm such that b(1,1)max b(1,1)max 0 00 0 b(2,1)max b(2,1)max
b(1,2)max b
(1,2)
max 0 0
0 0 b(2,2)max b
(2,2)
max
Πmk=1Gikik+1
 a(1,1)max/S11 0 0 00 a(2,1)max/S21 0 0
0 0 a(1,2)max/S12 0
0 0 0 a(2,2)max/S22
 ≤ αmPm.
(83)
Alternatively, we can also satisfy (82), if the product of the norms of the left
and right matrices on the left hand side of (82), are sufficiently small, analogous
to the case where pmax → 0. With this in mind, we now provide the proof,
which is similar to Theorem 1.
Proof. Recall that A =
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
. We define a
(x,y)
ik
to be 0 if ik does not
belong to group y. If ik does belong to group y, then a
(x,y)
ik
will be the expected
column sum corresponding to node ik in the submatrix Axy. Analogously, we
define b
(x,y)
ik
to be 0 if ik does not belong to group x. If ik does belong to group
x, then b
(x,y)
ik
will be the expected row sum corresponding to node ik in the
submatrix Axy. Let Sxy =
∑N
ik=1
b
(x,y)
ik
be the expected sum of the entries in
the submatrix Axy. Consequently by the definition of the Partitioned Chung-Lu
random graph model, we have that
 pikik+1 (1,1) pikik+1 (1,1) 0 00 0 pikik+1 (2,1) pikik+1 (2,1)
pikik+1 (1,2) pikik+1 (1,2) 0 0
0 0 pikik+1 (2,2) pikik+1 (2,2)
 =

a
(1,1)
ik+1
/S11 0 0 0
0 a
(2,1)
ik+1
/S21 0 0
0 0 a
(1,2)
ik+1
/S12 0
0 0 0 a
(2,2)
ik+1
/S22


b
(1,1)
ik
b
(1,1)
ik
0 0
0 0 b
(2,1)
ik
b
(2,1)
ik
b
(1,2)
ik
b
(1,2)
ik
0 0
0 0 b
(2,2)
ik
b
(2,2)
ik
 . (84)
Because this is rather unweildy, we will denote
Aik+1 =

a
(1,1)
ik+1
/S11 0 0 0
0 a
(2,1)
ik+1
/S21 0 0
0 0 a
(1,2)
ik+1
/S12 0
0 0 0 a
(2,2)
ik+1
/S22
 and (85)
Bik =

b
(1,1)
ik
b
(1,1)
ik
0 0
0 0 b
(2,1)
ik
b
(2,1)
ik
b
(1,2)
ik
b
(1,2)
ik
0 0
0 0 b
(2,2)
ik
b
(2,2)
ik
 . (86)
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To derive the upperbound, we consider paths where the last edge is not a
repeating edge. Furthermore, since we are dealing with matrix multiplication
and no longer have commutativity, it will be more helpful to denote the locations
of the nodes in the path that are part of the new edge interior as opposed to the
nodes themselves. To construct an arbitrary path, we consider the set LN , which
identifies the locations of the nodes in the new edge interior. Furthermore, we
also construct LR, which identifies both the locations of the nodes in repeating
edge blocks and the function that assigns nodes in a repeating edge block to
equal nodes in earlier positions in the path. By considering all possible choices
for LN , LR, summing over all possible node choices and invoking Lemma 13,
we have the following upperbound for the expected number of paths of length
r, where the last edge is not a repeating edge,
E(PLr ) ≤
∑
LR,LN
∑
nj∈[1..N ]
∀j∈LN
N∑
n0=1,nr=1
[Πr−1t=1A(nt, nt+1,nt)]p|. (87)
Once we fix a particular choice for LR we know the positions of the first and
last nodes in a repeating edge block. Define
Znk =

BnkAnk if nk ∈ LN
αP if nk is in the beginning of a repeating edge block
I otherwise.
,
where I is the identity matrix and let
bn0 =
(
b
(1,1)
n0 b
(2,1)
n0 b
(1,2)
n0 b
(2,2)
n0
)T
. (88)
With these definitions, we can simplify (87) by invoking (82).(85),(86) to get
that,
E(PLr ) ≤
∑
LR,LN
∑
nj∈[1..N ]
∀j∈LN
N∑
n0=1,nr=1
[AnrΠ
r−1
t=1Zntbn0 |, (89)
Recall from (85) and (86) that
BikAik =

b
(1,1)
ik
a
(1,1)
ik
/S11 b
(1,1)
ik
a
(2,1)
ik
/S21 0 0
0 0 b
(2,1)
ik
a
(1,2)
ik
/S12 b
(2,1)
ik
a
(2,2)
ik
/S22
b
(1,2)
ik
a
(1,1)
ik
/S11 b
(1,2)
ik
a
(2,1)
ik
/S21 0 0
0 0 b
(2,2)
ik
a
(1,2)
ik
/S12 b
(2,2)
ik
a
(2,2)
ik
/S22
 . (90)
And from the statement of this Theorem, Theorem 7, recall the definition
of P. It follows that by summing over all possible choices of nodes for ik that,
P =
N∑
ik=1
BikAik . (91)
So from (89) by summing over all possible nodes in the new edge interior,
we get that,
E(PLr ) ≤
∑
LR,LN
N∑
n0=1,nr=1
[AnrP
|LN |(αP)
∑r
i=1 kibn0 |, (92)
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where for i > 0, ki is the number of repeating edge blocks of length i, which is
determined by LR.
Now instead of summing over all of the possible locations of the new edges
and repeating edges (and which edges they must equal to), we sum over the
prescribed number of repeating edge blocks of various lengths, consider all pos-
sible arrangements for the positions of the repeating edge blocks and multiply
this quantity by the number of ways for filling in the repeating edge blocks.
So using the fact that |LN | = r − 1−
∑r−2
i=1 (i+ 1)ki, we conclude that,
E(PLr ) ≤
∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 iki
∀i,ki∈[0..r]
N∑
n0=1,nr=1
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−2
)
r
∑
i≥1 iki [AnrP
r−1−∑ri=1(i+1)ki(αP)∑ri=1 kibn0 |.
(93)
Summing over all possible choices for the first and last nodes yield,
E(PLr ) ≤ |
∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 iki
∀i,ki∈[0..r]
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−2
)
r
∑
i≥1 ikiI ·Pr−1−
∑r−2
i=1 iki(α)
∑r
i=1 kiS1|,
(94)
where 1 is a vector of one’s and S = S11 + S12 + S21 + S22. , where Sij denotes
the expected sum of entries in the submatrix Aij . Now by definition of P, P
2 is
an entry-wise positive matrix where each entry is bounded below by 1. Define
cmax to be the maximum column sum of P
2. It follows by Corollary A.1, that
each column sum of Pr−1 is bounded above by cmaxρ(Pr−1). Hence we conclude
that
E(PLr ) ≤
∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 iki
∀i,ki∈[0..r]
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−2
)
r
∑
i≥1 iki4cmaxρ(P)
r−1−∑r−2i=1 iki(α)∑ri=1 kiS.
(95)
Since we have replaced the norm of a matrix product with scalar multipli-
cation, we can directly appeal to the strategy we used in Theorem 1 to get an
upperbound on (95), where we will use the facts that E(Pr) ≤
∑r
i=1E(P
L
i ),
ρ(P) > 2 and invoke Lemma A.1.
We now have the desired concentration result.
Corollary 4. Consider a realization of a graph A in the 2-Partitioned Chung-Lu
random graph model with prescribed expected row and column sums, b(x,y),a(x,y)
for each of the submatrices as illustrated in Figure 4. Suppose that S11, S12, S21
and S22 are all positive. Denote Pr as the number of paths of length r. Define
P =

a(1,1)·b(1,1)
S11
a(2,1)·b(1,1)
S21
0 0
0 0 a
(1,2)·b(2,1)
S12
a(2,2)·b(2,1)
S22
a(1,1)·b(1,2)
S11
a(2,1)·b(1,2)
S21
0 0
0 0 a
(1,2)·b(2,2)
S12
a(2,2)·b(2,2)
S22
 .
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Furthermore suppose that he eight non-zero entries inP are bounded below
by 1 and that condition (82) from Theorem 7 holds.
Then for every  > 0, there exists δ1,δ2 such that if there exists r ∈ N, where
logN
r < δ1 and αr
2ρ(P)−1 < δ2, then
Pr(ρ(A) ≤ (1 + )ρ(P)) ≥ 1− .
Proof. The proof is analogous to Theorem 2. Invoking Theorem 7, Lemma 1
and Markov’s Inequality prove the result.
Counting paths using matrix products presents a major challenge for gen-
eralizing our results from the Chung-Lu model to the Partitioned Chung-Lu
model. More specifically, when counting cycles of length 2 in the Chung-Lu
model, we used commutativity to argue that
∑
i,j pjipij =
∑
i,j
bjai
S
biaj
S =∑
i
aibi
S
∑
j
ajbj
S = (
a·b
S )
2. Unfortunately, we cannot assume that our matri-
ces will commute. Consequently, we seek a lower bound that retains the desired
commutativity property. Define the matrix
E(i, j, G) =
 eij(1,1) eij(1,1) 0 00 0 eij(2,1) eij(2,1)
eij(1,2) eij(1,2) 0 0
0 0 eij(2,2) eij(2,2)
 , (96)
where eij(m,n) is 1 if in the graph G there is an edge from node i to node j,
node i belongs to group m and node j belongs to group n; if that is not the case
then eij(m,n) = 0. It follows that for a given graph G the number of
paths of length r−1 is precisely |∑i1,...,ir 12 [Πr−1k=1E(ik, ik+1, G)]|. (Compare
this with the remark after Lemma 13.) We will want to consider the random
variable
trace(Cr) := trace(
∑
i1=ir+1,i2...,ir
1
2
Πrk=1E(ik, ik+1, G)) (97)
and show that with high probability the trace(Cr) is heavily concentrated
around its mean. As suggested earlier, we can easily prove interesting con-
centration regarding trace(Cr) as taking the trace of a matrix product has
quasi-commutatitive properties. We stress that trace(Cr) is a lower bound for
the number of cycles of length r and hence a lowerbound for the rth power of the
spectral radius. The following lemma relates the trace(Cr) to the trace(P
r).
Lemma 14. Recall that we define the random variable trace(Cr) :=
trace(
∑
i1=ir+1,i2...,ir
[ 12Π
r
k=1E(ik, ik+1, G)), which represents the number of a
particular subset of cycles of length r in our graph. Then it follows that,
1
2
trace(Pr) ≤ E(trace(Cr)).
Proof. Firstly, by definition,
E(trace(Cr)) := E(trace(
N∑
i1=1,i2=1...,ir=1
i1=ir+1
[
1
2
Πrk=1E(ik, ik+1, G)]) = (98)
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N∑
i1=1,i2=1...,ir=1
i1=ir+1
trace([
1
2
Πrk=1A(ik, ik+1, ik)]), (99)
where (99) is precisely the sum of the probabilities that each cycle that con-
tributes to the trace(Cr) exists. We can then entrywise bound the matrix prod-
uct, 12Π
r
k=1A(ik, ik+1, ik) below by Π
r
k=1Aik+1Bik , as the latter matrix product
computes the product of the probabilities that each edge exists, even if we have
already visited a particular edge earlier in the path. We then have that,
E(trace(Cr)) ≥
N∑
i1=1,i2=1...,ir=1
i1=ir+1
1
2
trace(Πrk=1Aik+1Bik) = (100)
∑
i1,...,ir
1
2
trace(Ai1(Π
r
k=2BikAik)Bi1) =
∑
i1,...,ir
1
2
trace((Πrk=2BikAik)Bi1Ai1),
(101)
,where in the last equality we used the commutativity property that trace(AB) =
trace(BA). It then follows that (101) equals
∑
i1,i2,...,ir
1
2
trace(Πrk=1BikAik) =
1
2
trace(
∑
i1,i2,...,ir
Πrk=1BikAik) =
1
2
trace(Pr).
(102)
In order to show that the standard deviation is much smaller than the mean,
we want to show that the contribution for pairs of paths with many repeating
edge blocks decreases exponentially as we increase the number and size of the
repeating edge blocks. More precisely, the presence of repeating edge blocks
results in a smaller power r, of the matrix product Pr. But showing that |Pr|
increases at an exponential rate in terms of r is a non-trivial problem as we do
not want to make any assumptions about the eigenbasis of P.
We also note that the expected value of the trace(Cr) in Lemma 14 is stated
in terms of trace(Pr). Since we want to show that asymptotically with high
probability ρ(P) ≤ trace(Cr) 1r , we would like to find a lowerbound for trace(Pr)
in terms of the spectral radius. The following corollary, proved in the appendix,
addresses both of these issues.
Corollary 5. Suppose each entry of a matrix Bw ∈ Rk×k is bounded below by
1. Then for all u ∈ N ∪ 0 and all v ∈ N,
ρ(B)vBu ≤ Bu+v+2w.
Furthermore,
kρ(B)v ≤ trace(Bv+2w).
Before we proceed with our upperbound on the variance, we will need one
more inequality.
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Lemma 15. Suppose that Bw ∈ Rk×k is entrywise bounded below by 1, where
w is a positive integer and that B is an entrywise non-negative matrix. Then
for every integer r greater than w, there exists a non-negative integer m that
satisfies the inequality, 0 ≤ m ≤ w − 1, such that
trace(Bq) ≤ trace(Br−m) (103)
for all non-negative integers q that satisfy the inequality q ≤ r −m.
From Lemma 15, it is easy to identify values of r that satisfy the inequality
trace(Pr−k) ≤ trace(Pr) for all non-negative integers k. In the case where P2
is entry-wise bounded below by 1, for any choice of r ≥ 3, it follows that either
trace(Pr−k) ≤ trace(Pr) or trace(Pr−1−k) ≤ trace(Pr−1) for all k ∈ [0..r− 1].
Hence we can easily find (large) values of r that satisfy (103). We are now ready
to present the following result bounding the variance for trace(Cr).
Theorem 8. Recall that we define the random variable trace(Cr) :=
trace(
∑
i1=ir+1,i2...,ir
[ 12Π
r
k=1E(ik, ik+1, G)), which represents the number of a
particular subset of cycles of length r in our graph. Assume that (82) holds and
that P has eight entries that are bounded below by 1. Furthermore, we consider r
according to Lemma 15 such that trace(Pr−k) ≤ trace(Pr) for all non-negative
integers k ≤ r. Then it follows that,
var(trace(Cr)) ≤ E(trace(Cr)) · [1 + rr + trace(Pr)[exp( 64αr
5
1− 2rρ(P)−1 )− 1]].
(104)
where α is defined in (82).
Proof. The proof is in the same spirit as Theorem 3. First we express each
possible cycle that can contribute to trace(Cr) as an indicator random variable
1y and define the set D(y) to include all of the indices of the indicator random
variables that are dependent with 1y, except for y. .
Consequently,
∑
y 6=z
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
∑
y
z∈D(y)
E(1y1z) =
∑
y
z∈D(y)
Pr(1y = 1)Pr(1z = 1|1y = 1).
(105)
Now we invoke Lemma 13 to bound the Pr(1z = 1|1y = 1). This yields,∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
LR,LN
LR 6=∅
∑
nj∈[1..N ]
∀j∈LN
trace(Πrt=0A(nt, nt+1,nt)), (106)
where nr+1 = n0, LN denotes the locations of the nodes in the new edge
interior and LR assigns nodes found in the repeating edge blocks to equal speci-
fied nodes that are part of a new edge. Note that nt also includes edges from the
cycle y. The constraint LR 6= ∅ ensures that the cycles (y and z) are dependent.
We will consider two cases.
Case 1: We consider sets LR such that kr = 1 (which implies that LN = ∅).
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
LR:kr=1
trace(Πrt=0A(nt, nt+1,nt)) ≤
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)r
r, (107)
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as for each edge in a cycle z ∈ D(y), there are at most r choices to choose
from.
Case 2: Suppose kr = 0, it follows that |LN | = r −
∑r−1
i=1 (i + 1)ki. (Here,
since we are only considering cycles, the first node, which equals the last node
can be part of the new edge interior.)
Case 2a: Suppose there is a node in the new edge interior, we can without
loss of generality assume that the first node in the cycle z is a node in the new
edge interior. Similar to Theorem 7, express the contribution of this case to
(106) as,
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
LR,LN
LN 6=∅
∑
nj∈[1..N ]
∀j∈LN
N∑
n0=1
trace(An0Π
r
t=1ZntBn0), (108)
where
Znk =

BnkAnk if nk ∈ LN
αP if nk is in the beginning of a repeating edge block
I otherwise.
Using the fact that the trace of a matrix product does not change under
cyclic permutations, we get that,
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
LR,LN
LN 6=∅
∑
nj∈[1..N ]
∀j∈LN
N∑
n0=1
trace(Πrt=1ZntBn0An0). (109)
Summing over all possible node choices for nodes in the new edge interior
gives us an upperbound of,∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
LR,LN
LN 6=∅
trace(Pr−
∑r−2
i=1 (i+1)ki(αP)
∑r−2
i=1 ki). (110)
Case 2b: If in fact there are no nodes in the interior of a new edge block,
from (108), we get that∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
LR
(2r)
∑
ikitrace((αP)
∑r−1
i=1 ki), (111)
But then we can still use the general expression found in (110) ignoring the
constraint that LN 6= ∅ as if LN = ∅, then r −
∑r−1
i=1 (i+ 1)ki = 0.
So we can combine Cases 2a and 2b, where we re-express(110) and (111) by
specifying the values of ki and considering all possible choices for each edge (or
node) in a repeating edge block. This gives us the upperbound,
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
k0+
∑r
i=1 iki=r
k0<r
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−1
)
(2r)
∑
ikitrace(Pr−
∑r−1
i=1 (i+1)ki(αP)
∑r−2
i=1 ki),
(112)
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where k0 < r since we require that there cannot be r edges in the cycle as the
one of the edges must appear in the cycle y. So by considering the contribution
from Cases 1, 2a and 2b, we get the upperbound,
∑
y 6=z
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)[r
r+
∑
k0+
∑r
i=1 iki=r
k0<r
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−1
)
(2r)
∑
ikitrace(Pr−
∑r−1
i=1 (i+1)ki(αP)
∑r−2
i=1 ki)]
(113)
We can then simplify (113) by invoking Corollary A.1 to substitute the
inequality, tr(Pr−w−4) ≤ tr(Pr)ρ(P)w and employing the assumption that tr(Pr−w) ≤
tr(Pr) for all non-negative integers w. Hence,
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)[r
r+
∑
k0+
∑r
i=1 iki=r
k0<r
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−1
)
Πr−1i=1
αki(2r)iki
ρ(Pmax(iki−4,0))
trace(Pr)] ≤
(114)
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)[r
r +
∑
k0+
∑r
i=1 iki=r
k0<r
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−1
)
Π4i=1α
ki(2r)iki·
Πr−1i=5
αki(2r)iki
ρ(P(i−4)ki)
trace(Pr)] ≤ (115)
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)[r
r + [
∑
k0+
∑r
i=1 iki=r
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−1
)
Π4i=1α
ki(2r)4ki·
Πr−1i=5
([2r]4α)ki(2r)(i−4)ki
ρ(P(i−4)ki)
trace(Pr)]− trace(Pr)], (116)
where for the last inequality we allow k0 to equal r, but then subtract off
the contribution when k0 = r. At this juncture, we can apply Lemma A.1
to complete the result, where to avoid an abuse of notation, we denote the
parameters in Lemma A.1 as α, β and l. In particular, letting l = 4, α = α(2r)4,
and β = 2rρ(P) yields the upperbound that
E(trace(Cr)) · [rr + trace(Pr)(exp( 64αr
5
1− 2rρ(P)−1 )− 1)]. (117)
It follows immediately from Theorem 8 that if α(logN)5 → 0 and ρ(P)/r →
∞ that the standard deviation will be much smaller than the mean. An appli-
cation of Corollary A.2 yields that if P2 ∈ Rk×k is entrywise bounded below by
1, then kρ(P)r−4 ≤ trace(Pr). Consequently, we can show that with high prob-
ability that, kρ(P)
r−4
8 ≤ trace(P)
r
8 ≤ trace(Cr) ≤ ρ(Ar). By taking the rth root
on both sides we get that in the limit ρ(P) ≤ ρ(A). As such, Theorems 7 and 8
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provide asymptotic conditions that demonstrate that with high probability that
ρ(A) approaches ρ(P).
We would also like to emphasize that while Theorem 8 demonstrates asymp-
totic convergence of the spectral radius, the speed of convergence appears rather
slow as we avoided making assumptions regarding P in order to keep Theorem 8
as general as possible. If however we knew that trace(Pr−1) trace(Pr), then
the appropriate extention of Theorem 8 would yield practical bounds for the
distribution of the spectral radius for networks of finite size similar to Theorem
3.
At this juncture, we now consider the problem of extending our proof to the
case where pmax = maxi,j maxm
a(i,j)m b
(j,k)
m
Sij
→ 0. Define trace(SCr) to be the
number of all of the simple cycles of length r that contribute to trace(Cr), as
defined in (97). We then have the following theorem,
Theorem 9. Let trace(SCr) be the all of the simple cycles of length r that
contribute to trace(Cr). Also let pmax = maxi,j maxm
a(i,j)m b
(j,k)
m
Sij
and assume
that all eight non-zero terms of P are bounded below by 1. Then
1
2
(1− rpmax)rtrace(Pr) ≤ E(trace(SC(r)))
Furthermore, we have that
var(trace(SCr)) ≤ E(trace(SCr)) · [r + trace(Pr)[exp( 4αr
2
1− rρ(P)−1 )− 1]].
Proof. To sum over all possible simple cycles, we define the list D, where
(i1, ..., ir, ir+1) ∈ D if the nodes i1, ..., ir are distinct and i1 = ir+1.
E(trace(SCr)) = trace(
∑
(i1,...,ir,ir+1)∈D
1
2
Ai1(Π
r
k=2BikAik)Bi1). (118)
Now since the trace is invariant under cyclic permutation, (118) equals,
trace(
∑
(i1,...,ir,ir+1)∈D
1
2
(Πrk=2BikAik)Bi1Ai1) =
trace(
∑
(i1,...,ir,ir+1)∈D
1
2
(Πrk=1BikAik) ≥
1
2
(1− rpmax)rtrace(Pr),
where the last inequality holds as for any particular fixed node, the largest
entry in BikAik is bounded above by pmax. By fixing the first r − 1 entries in
the list, and summing over all possible choices for the rth entry in the list, ir,
we get a matrix whose ijth entry is 0 if Pij = 0 or (Pij − rpmax) otherwise.
Furthermore, we know that Pij − rpmax ≥ Pij(1 − rpmax),since Pij > 0 =⇒
Pij ≥ 1 by assumption. Hence, by applying this argument iteratively to each
node, we get the desired result.
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To prove the (co)variance result, we first define a collection of indicator
random variables, Y, such that all cycles in Y are distinct under cyclic permu-
tations, where
trace(SCr) = r
∑
y∈Y
1y. (119)
To compute the covariance term, we define a set D(y), which includes all in-
dices z 6= y, such that 1y and 1z are dependent random variables. Consequently,
∑
y 6=z
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
∑
y
z∈D(y)
E(1y1z) =
∑
y
z∈D(y)
Pr(1y = 1)Pr(1z = 1|1y = 1).
(120)
Similar to the argument from Theorem 8, we get the upperbound that,∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
∑
LR,LN
LR 6=∅
∑
nj∈[1..N ]
∀j∈LN
trace(Πrt=1A(nt, nt+1,nt)p), (121)
where nr+1 = n0, LN denotes the locations of the nodes in the interior of
a new edge block and LR assigns nodes found in the repeating edge blocks to
equal specified nodes that are part of a new edge. But note that since we are
considering simple cycles that are distinct under cyclic permutation, the number
of ways of filling in the repeating edge blocks is restricted. From Lemma 6, we
know that there are at most r ways for deciding nodes in a given repeating edge
block of any length. Continuing the argument from Theorem 8, we have that
∑
y 6=z
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
∑
y∈Y
Pr(1y = 1)
1
r
∑
k0+
∑r
i=1 iki=r
k0∈[1..r−1]
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−1
)
(r)
∑
kitrace(Pr−
∑r−1
i=1 (i+1)ki(αP)
∑r−2
i=1 ki),
(122)
where we must multiply our answer by a factor of 1r as we overcounted,
since we are considering a collection of cycles that are distinct under cyclic
permutation.
We can then simplify (122) by bounding the multinomial coefficient by
Πri=1
rki
ki!
, invoking Corollary A.1 to substitute the inequality, tr(Pr−w−4) ≤
tr(Pr)
ρ(P)w and employing the assumption that tr(P
r−w) ≤ tr(Pr) for all non-
negative integers w. Hence,
∑
y
Pr(1y = 1)
1
r
[
∑
k0+
∑r
i=1 iki=r
k0∈[1..r−1]
Πr−1i=1
αki(r)2ki
ki! · ρ(Pmax(iki−4,0)) trace(P
r)] (123)
Proceeding as in Theorem 8 will give us that,
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∑
y 6=z
y,z∈Y
Cov(1y,1z) ≤
1
r
∑
y∈Y
Pr(1y = 1)[trace(P
r)[exp(α[r2+r2+r2+r2+r2ρ(P)−1+r2ρ(P−1)+...−1]] ≤
1
r
∑
y∈Y
Pr(1y = 1)[trace(P
r)[exp(
4αr2
1− rρ(P)−1 )− 1]] ≤
E(trace(SCr))
r2
[trace(Pr)[exp(
4αr2
1− rρ(P)−1 )− 1]]. (124)
Since trace(SCr) = r
∑
y∈Y 1y and we define var(trace(SCr)) = r
2
∑
y∈Y Pr(1y =
1) + r2
∑
y 6=z
y,z∈Y
Cov(1y,1z), we are done.
We emphasize that Theorem 9 tells us that the standard deviation of the
trace(SCr), a subset of simple cycles of length r, is much smaller than its
expected value if limN→∞ r2α = 0. Consequently with high probability, the
trace(SCr) must be concentrated around its expected value. Furthermore, if
limN→∞ r2pmax = 0, it then follows from Corollary A.2 that the lowerbound for
expected value of the trace(SCr) is
trace(Pr)
2 and that
ρ(Pr−2)
2 is an asymptotic
lowerbound for the trace(SCr); by Lemma 1, this proves the desired lowerbound
on the spectral radius of the adjacency matrix.
To prove the upperbound, we now aim to generalize our prior results, arguing
that when ρ(P) is finite, then the likelihood of seeing multiple cycles together
in a short path is really small. Fortunately, many of the results in Section 3
hold for any (random) graph model. The theorem below is a generalization of
Lemma 9 applied to the partitioned Chung-Lu model.
Theorem 10. Recall the definition of a
(i,j)
x and b
(k,l)
y from the beginning of
Theorem 7. Consider a sequence of (expected) partitioned degree sequences,
where pmax := maxi,j,k,l,x,y
a(i,j)x b
(k,l)
y
Sij
≤ RNτ , R is a fixed constant, τ > 0
,maxi,j,k
a(ij)·b(j,k)
S(i,j) > 1, and the matrix P as defined earlier. Then with proba-
bility at least p∗ = 1 − δ, all paths of length not exceeding L = kτ2 ∗ log|P|(N),
have less than k + 1 cycle inducing edges, where δ = R
kL3k−2
N
kτ
2
.
Proof. The proof of the Theorem is analogous to the proofs of Lemmas 8 and
9.
First define the function G(k, i) to denote the group membership of the node
xk,i.
From Lemma 8, it is not hard to show that in the Partitioned Chung-Lu
random graph model, the probability that all edges in a reduced edge list exist
will be,
Πti=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=1
b
(G(k,i),G(k+1,i))
xk,i a
(G(k,i),G(k+1,i))
xk+1,i
SG(k,i),G(k+1,i)
. (125)
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As the subscripts and superscripts become unweildy, we just denote the
inputs and omit G. This yields the following expression,
Πti=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=1
b
(k,k+1,i)
xk,i a
(k,k+1,i)
xk+1,i
S(k,k+1,i)
, (126)
As in the Proof of Lemma 9, we can rewrite (126) as follows,
b
(1,2,1)
x1,1 a
(|Mt|−1,|Mt|,t)
x|Mt|,t
S(|Mt|−1,|Mt|,t)
Πt−1j=1
a
(|Mj |−1,|Mj |,j)
x|Mj |,j b
(1,2,j+1)
x1,j+1
S(|Mj |−1,|Mj |,j)
Πti=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=2
a
(k−1,k,i)
xk,i b
(k,k+1,i)
xk,i
S(k−1,k,i)
,
(127)
Now we can bound (127) by defining
b
(∗)
xk,ia
(∗)
xk,i
S∗
= max
c,d
a
(c,k,i)
xk,i b
(k,d,i)
xk,i
S(c, k, i)
,
where we can choose any nodes xc,i and xd,i that maximize the aforemen-
tioned quantity. Furthermore, we also have the property that if we sum over all
possible choices of nodes xk,i,
N∑
xk,i=1
b
(∗)
xk,ia
(∗)
xk,i
S∗
≤ |P|. (128)
Hence we now have the upperbound,
b
(1,2,1)
x1,1 a
(|Mt|−1,|Mt|,t)
x|Mt|,t
S(|Mt|−1,|Mt|,t)
Πt−1j=1
a
(|Mj |−1,|Mj |,j)
x|Mj |,j b
(1,2,j+1)
x1,j+1
S(|Mj |−1,|Mj |,j)
Πti=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=2
b
(∗)
xk,ia
(∗)
xk,i
S∗
.
(129)
Then using the argument from Lemma 9, we can bound (129) by
pt−1max
b
(∗)
x1,1a
(∗)
x1,1
S∗
Πti=1Π
|Mi|−1
k=2
b
(∗)
xk,ia
(∗)
xk,i
S∗
, (130)
where we bound the terms in (129) by pmax only if the nodes corresponding
to those terms also appear as
b(∗)xk,ia
(∗)
xk,i
S∗
.
Now that (130) is easy to add up (the is no longer a dependence relationship
between the terms) with inequality (128), the proof proceeds analogously as in
Lemma 9.
Though for simplicity, we omitted some of the details of the proof in Theorem
10, from (128) and (130), it should be clear that the probability that t cycle
inducing edges appear in a reduced edge list with L edges should be roughly
O(|P|Lpt−1max). Since pmax = O(N−τ ), we would need to consider paths of length
L = O(τ log|P|(N)) for this event to occur.
As Lemmas 10 and 11 hold under for any random graph model, we have the
desired upperbound.
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Theorem 11. Consider a sequence of (expected) partitioned degree sequences,
where pmax := maxi,j,k,l,x,y
a(i,j)x b
(k,l)
y
S(i,j) ≤ RNτ , R is a fixed constant, τ > 0 and
ρ(P) > 1. Let r satisfy the inequality (m−1)τ2 log|P|(N) ≤ r ≤ mτ2 log|P|(N), for
some parameter m.
Define Pr(G) to be the number of paths of length r for a given graph G ∈ G,
where no path of length r in G has more than m + 1 cycle inducing edges and
no path in G of length less than τ2 ∗ log|P|(N) has more than 1 cycle inducing
edge. (Recall Theorem 10, where it follows that limN→∞ Pr(G ∈ G) = 1.) For
notational simplicity define
η = [
τ
4
log|P|(N)]3(m+ 1)exp(2m)
and suppose that
(η)
4
τ∗log|P|(N) < ρ(P),
then,
E(Pr(G)) ≤ 4Scmaxρ(P)
r−1
(1− ρ(P)−1)Pr(G ∈ G)exp(
rαρ(P)−1η
1+ 4
τ∗log|P|(N)
)
1− ρ(P)−1(η)
4
τ∗log|P|(N)
)
),
where we define α such that inequality (82) holds ,cmax is the maximum
column sum of the matrix P2 and we assume that the (eight) non-zero entries
of P are at least 1.
Proof. The proof follows the arguments from Theorems 6 and 7.
Let E(PLr (G)) denote the expected number of paths of length r where the
first and last edge cannot be repeating edges for all graphs G ∈ G.
Denote 1E as an indicator variable that all of the edges in E exist, then
Pr(1E = 1|G ∈ G) ≤ Pr(1E = 1)
Pr(G ∈ G) (131)
Repeating the argument from Theorem 7 and invoking (131) to compute the
probability that edges exist yields the bound,
E(PLr (G)) ≤
1
Pr(G ∈ G)
∑
LR,LN
N∑
n0=1,nr=1
|AnrP|LN |(αP)
∑r
i=1 kib|, (132)
where LN identifies the nodes that are in the interior of a new edge block
and LR specifies the how nodes in the repeating edge blocks correspond to the
nodes that are part of new edges in the path. By carefully counting the number
of ways we can construct repeating edge blocks (as in Theorem 6) we have that,
E(PLr (G)) ≤∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 iki
∀i,ki∈[0..r]
N∑
n0=1,nr=1
( ∑
ki
k0, ..., kr−2
)
(η)
∑
i≥1 ki(1+
4i
τ∗log|P|(N)
)|AnrPr−1−
∑r
i=1(i+1)ki(αP)
∑r
i=1 kib|.
(133)
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Summing over all initial nodes n0 and final nodes nr and invoking the fact
that
( ∑
ki
k0,...,kr−2
) ≤ Πr−2i=1 rkiki! , tells us that
E(PLr (G)) ≤∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 iki
∀i,ki∈[0..r]
|Pr−1−
∑r
i=1(i+1)ki(αP)
∑r
i=1 kiS1|Πr−2i=1
rki
ki!
(η)
ki(1+
4i
τ∗log|P|(N)
) ≤
(134)
∑
k0+
∑r−2
i=1 iki
∀i,ki∈[0..r]
4Scmaxρ(P)
r−1−∑ri=1 ikiΠr−2i=1 (αr)
ki
ki!
(η)
ki(1+
4i
τ∗log|P|(N)
)
, (135)
where we bounded the taxicab norm of a matrix using the spectral radius.
We can then finish off the proof by noting that (135) is bounded above by,
4Scmaxρ(P)
r−1
∞∑
k1=0,...,kr−2=0
Πr−2i=1
(αr)kiρ(P)−iki(η)
ki(1+
4i
τ∗log|P|(N)
)
ki!
≤
4Scmaxρ(P)
r−1Πr−2i=1 exp(αrρ(P)
−i(η)
(1+ 4i
τ∗log|P|(N)
)
) ≤
4Scmaxρ(P)
r−1exp(
αrρ(P)−1η
1+ 4
τ∗log|P|(N)
1− ρ(P)−1η
4
τ∗log|P|(N)
) (136)
Invoking the fact from Theorem 1 that E(Pr(G)) ≤
∑r
m=1E(P
L
r (G)), fin-
ishes the proof.
We conclude this section by elucidating how Theorem 11 yields the desired
asymptotic result. By requiring that r satisfy the constraint O(log(N)) r 
O(log(N)2) and α scale likeO(N−τ ), it then follows that limN→∞ η
4
τ log|P|(N) = 1
and limN→∞ rαη
1+ 4
τ∗log|P|(N)
)
= 0. Similarly, limN→∞ Pr(G ∈ G) = 1 and we
get that asymptotically, E(Pr(G)) ≤ 4Scmaxρ(P)
r−1
1−ρ(P)−1 . Consequently, an appli-
cation of Markov’s Inequality demonstrates that ρ(P) is also an asymptotic
upperbound for the spectral radius. Similarly, Theorem 9 and Corollary A.2
show that ρ(P) is also an aymptotic lowerbound for the spectral radius, hence
the spectral radius must converge to ρ(P).
5 Applications
Determining the dominating eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix can have a pro-
found effect on the underlying dynamics of the network. For example consider a
susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) epidemiological model, where at each step
an infected node infects a neighbor with probability β∆t and recovers (from sick
to healthy) with probability ∆t, where ∆t denotes the length of the time step.
This leads us to the following result,
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Figure 5: Distribution of Stopping Times in the SIS Model for Networks with
Community Structure. The three colored box and whisker plots correspond to
the three different networks ordered increasingly in terms of the spectral radius
of the adjacency matrix. The x axis indicates the value for the paramater β and
the y axis indicates the stopping time when nodes can no longer be infectious.
Theorem 12 (Ganesh, Massoulie, Towsley [19]). Consider an SIS epidemio-
logical model, where infected nodes infect neighbors with probability β∆t at each
time step and recover with probability ∆t. Furthermore, suppose our adjacency
matrix A ∈ RN×N is symmetric. Then for ∆t sufficiently small, if ρ(A) < 1β ,
then the expected (stopping) time for the network to be infection free from any
initial condition is O(log(N)).
While our adjacency matrices are not symmetric, Theorem 12 relates the
dominating eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix to the stability of the healthy
state and provides a framework for constructing cases where differences in the
spectral radius of the adjacency matrix between the Chung-Lu and Partitioned
Chung-Lu model could have severe repercussions on the dynamics.
Consequently in Figure 5, we generated three realizations from the 2-Partitioned
Chung-Lu random graph model of 500 nodes, all with approximately the same
value for a·bS , but different values for ρ(P). We then simulated 100 trials of the
SIS epidemiolgocial stochastic process for each choice of β ∈ {.05, .06, .07} with
the initial condition that half of our network starts out infected. As expected
ρ(P) accurately predicted the network resilience to the pathogen; in contrast,
the predictor a·bS , could not effectively discern differences among the networks.
A Appendix
We now provide a proof for an inequality that we employed frequently through-
out this work.
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Lemma A.1. For parameters, m, l, r ∈ N, where l < m and α, β ∈ R, where
β < 1, we have that∑
k0+
∑m
i=1 iki=r
∀i∈[0..m],ki∈[0..r]
( ∑m
i=0 ki
k0, ..., km
)
Πli=1α
kiΠmi=l+1α
kiβ(i−l)ki ≤ exp( lrα
1− β ). (137)
Proof. First, we have the bound on the multinomial coefficient that
(∑m
i=0 ki
k0,...,km
) ≤
Πmi=1
rki
ki!
. Substituting this into the left hand side of (137) we have the upper-
bound that,
∑
k0+
∑m
i=1 iki=r
∀i∈[0..m],ki∈[0..r]
Πli=1
(rα)ki
ki!
Πmi=l+1
(rα)kiβ(i−l)ki
ki!
. (138)
We can further bound (138) from above by removing the constraint that k0 +∑
iki = r, where we let k1, .., km take on any non-negative integer value (and
require that k0 = r −
∑m
i=1 iki). This yields the bound,
∞∑
k1=0,...,km=0
Πli=1
(rα)ki
ki!
Πmi=l+1
(rα)kiβ(i−l)ki
ki!
= Πli=1exp(rα)Π
m
i=l+1exp(rαβ
i−l).
(139)
By adding the exponents, we get that,
Πli=1exp(rα)Π
m
i=l+1exp(rαβ
i−l) ≤ exp(rlα+
∞∑
i=1
αβi) ≤ exp( rlα
1− β ). (140)
At this juncture, we provide proofs to the linear algebra results necessary
to derive our desired inequalities on the moments for the number of paths of
length r.
Corollary A.1. Let B be an (entry-wise) non-negative matrix, B2 be an entry-
wise positive matrix and let x be the eigenvector corresponding to the dominating
eigenvalue. Furthermore let b
(m)
ij denote the i,jth entry of B
m .Let cmax be the
maximum row sum of B2 ∈ Rn×n and suppose every entry is at least equal to
1, (hence rmax ≥ n). Then
[
n∑
j=1
b
(m)
ij ]
1
m ≤ cmax 1m ρ(B)
and
(cmax)
− 1m ρ(B) ≤ [
n∑
j=1
b
(m)
ij ]
1
m .
Corollary A.1 follows immediately from the following two lemmas, the first
of which can be found in [20], page 494.
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Lemma A.2. Let B ∈ RN×N be a (entry-wise) nonnegative matrix and let x
be the eigenvector corresponding to the dominating eigenvalue. Assume that the
eigenvector x is strictly positive. Furthermore let b
(m)
ij denote the i,jth entry of
Bm. Then for all integers m and integers j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ N , we have that
n∑
i=1
b
(m)
ij ≤
maxk xk
mink xk
ρ(B)m
and
mink xk
maxk xk
ρ(B)m ≤
n∑
j=1
b
(m)
ij .
To make the most use of the aforementioned lemma, we need to bound the
entries maxk xk and mink xk in the dominating eigenvector.
Lemma A.3. Let rmax, cmax be the maximum row sum and column sum of
B ∈ Rn×n. In addition, suppose every entry is at least equal to m > 0. Denote
ρ(B) = λmax. Since by the Gresgorin Disc Theorem λmax ≤ min(rmax, cmax).
Then
m
min(cmax, rmax)−m(n− 1) ≤
m
λmax −m(n− 1) ≤
mink xk
maxk xk
and
maxk xk
mink xk
≤ λmax −m(n− 1)
m
≤ min(cmax, rmax)−m(n− 1)
m
.
Proof. Consider the eigenvector x and require that
∑n
j=1 xj = 1 where we are
guaranteed that each entry in the eigenvector is non-negative by the Perron-
Frobenius Theorem. Then we have for all k,
m =
n∑
j=1
mxj ≤
n∑
j=1
bjkxj = λmaxxk.
It then follows that for all k
m
λmax
≤ xk.
Consequently,
m
λmax
≤ min
k
xk.
Furthermore, since
∑
j xj = 1, we have that
max
k
xk ≤ 1− m ∗ (n− 1)
λmax
.
This implies that
m
λmax −m(n− 1) ≤
mink xk
maxk xk
and
maxk xk
mink xk
≤ λmax −m(n− 1)
m
.
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Corollary A.2. Suppose each entry of a matrix Bt ∈ Rk×k is bounded below
by 1. Then for all u ∈ N ∪ 0 and all v ∈ N,
ρ(B)vBu ≤ Bu+v+2t.
Furthermore,
kρ(B)v ≤ tr(Bv+2t).
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the index m satisfies the inequal-
ity that,
∑k
n=1 b
(s)
mn ≥ ρ(B)s. Succinctly,
b
(r+s+2t)
ij ≥
k∑
n=1
b
(r)
ij b
(t)
jmb
(s)
mnb
(t)
nj ≥ b(r)ij
k∑
n=1
b(s)mn ≥ ρ(B)sb(r)ij .
Lemma A.4. Suppose that Bw ∈ Rk×k is entrywise bounded below by 1, where
w is a positive integer and that B is an entrywise non-negative matrix. Then
for every integer r greater than w, there exists a non-negative integer m that
satisfies the inequality, 0 ≤ m ≤ w − 1, such that
tr(Bq) ≤ tr(Br−m) (141)
for all non-negative integers q that satisfy the inequality q ≤ r −m.
Proof. The key observation is that since Bw is entrywise bounded below by 1,
that for any choice of r, Br ≤ Br+w. Consequently, it follows that for z ≥ w,
max
t∈[1..z]
tr(Bt) = max
t∈[z−w−1..z]
tr(Bt).
Once we identify the t bounded from z − w − 1 to z that optimizes the tr(Bt),
the result follows immediately.
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